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Taxpayers face 22% hike in school costs
By RON NORMAN 
[Staff Writer]
Peninsula taxpayers face a 
whopping 22 per cent increase in 
school costs this year after Saanich 
school board Monday approved a 
1981 budget totalling more than 
$18.5 million.
That’s up almost $3.36 million 




North Saanich council is unhappy 
with the newly-expanded peninsula 
bus service and wants the Capital 
Regional District to make some 
changes “as soon as possible.”
“The bus routes go everywhere in 
North Saanich but where the people 
live, so nobody rides them,” said 
Aid. Jay Rangel. He told a Feb.2 
council meeting the CRD will then 
want to remove the North Saanich 
routes because nobody rides the 
buses.
Rangel suggested council again ask 
CRD for mini-buses to service the 
populated areas in place of the larger 
buses that “travel around” the 
populated areas.
Urban Transit Authority planner 
Glen Leicester agreed ridership is 
low in North Saanich because of the 
routes. Leicester told The Review in 
January the problem is the buses miss 
Deep Cove, where the bulk of the 
population is.
Aid. Harold Parrott said the CRD 
transit committee has some mini­
buses on order for North Saanich, 
but they won ’ t be here unti 1M ay. - a 
Parrott admitted he too is im­
patient about the arrival of the mini­
buses, but told council they will be 
coming.
Meanwhile, Parrott said a bus 
.survey by Parkland students in the 
first week of January show almost 50 
per cent of the riders questioned were 
unhappy with the service.
Of the 68 riders surveyed, 34 said 
the service meets their needs while 33 
said it did not. One did not answer. 
As well, 28 said they used the service 
less than two or three times a week, 
while 21 said they use it more than 
two or three times a week. Four 
didn’t use it at all and 13 used it only 
in inclement weather.
Of those who were dissatisfied 
with the service, 16 said they would 
prefer a noon return trip to Sidney, 
while 11 didn’t like that idea.
Thirty-nine riders said they wanted 
more route coverage, while nine 
wanted more frequent service. Six 
wanted service on evenings and 
Sundays.
Comments ranged from the need 
for a faster bus into Victoria in the 
morning, to complaints that the bus 
routes are too far away from homes. 
Four said the bus takes too long to 




Husincss licence taxes for the two 
hotels in Sidney will increase between 
600 and 800 per cent' following 
enactment of Bylaw 703 by Sidney 
Council.
And the same licence at The Latch 
will jump from $170 to $592 — an 
amount equal to 350 per cent.
Fred Oldfield of The Latch 
Ucstaurnni, 2328 Harbour Road, 
told council Monday night: “1 find it 
hard to believe that a responsible 
council would deliberately single out 
one sector of the local business 
community and expect them to sit 
back and absorb this kind of in­
crease.”
Aid. Ross Martin said he didn’t 
blame Oldfield “for feeling burned" 
but ex|)lained that businc.sses such as 
The Latch must be taxed on a dif­
ferent basis from everyone else.
He said The Latch is dissimilar to 
other businesses because the sale of 
alcohol leads either directly or in­
directly to higjtcr co:.ts for policing 
and reparation of vandalism.
Oldfield pointed out there are at 
least two private club.s which pay no 
bu.sincs.s lax and yet sell alcohol In 
Sidney and said he finds such 
discrimination unfair.
Rristiansoii defends expanded program
The budget increase means the mill 
rate will jump 7.5 mills — from 47.71 
mills in 1980 to 55.20 mills this year. 
That’s a 16 per cent increase.
Board chairman Gerry Kristiansen 
said the increase will cost the average 
Saanich school district homeowner 
another $90. He called the budget
“one of the first realistic budgets that 
has been In front of this board for 
some time.”
Much of the increase is due to 
expanded school programs, 
Krisiianson said. “The reason the 
budget is large this year is because the 
board on six or seven occasions this
year decided to increase its 
programs.”
Kristianson said he is prepared to 
defend those programs against any 
public criticism. “The budget has 
been cut about as much as we can cut 
it.”
But trustee Roy Hyndman
proposed slicing .5 mill or some 
$80,000. Hyndman said to maintain 
the same level of service, the board is 
faced with an 18 per cent increase this 
year.
He said the additional programs 
only add up to another “two or three 
per cent, but there’s another two or
three per cent hike on top of that.
He suggested administration staff 
make the decision what to cut in that 
extra two or three per cent area. “I’m 
not prepared to support a 7.5 in­
crease in the mill rate,” he told the 
board.
However, Kristianson denied any 
funds had been “squirrelled away” 
as Hyndman implied.
Continued on Page 2
Breakwater
approved
Next step: fmancing 
the $6.5 millloii project
Emergency crew works quickly to free 19-year-old Warren Griffey from wreck following 
two-vehicle smash-up Monday morning at corner of Beacon and Pat Bay Highway.
Ron Norman Photo
Construction of a $3.5 million 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital extended 
care addition should begin in July if 
everything goes according to 
schedule, hospital administrator 
John Bcnham said this week.
Benham said plans — which call 
for 50 more extended care beds and 
provide for another 25 beds in the 
future — have been submitted along 
with pre-construction operating 
estimates to the provincial health 
ministry for approval.
Once approved, Benham said it 
will take architects and engineers 
another three or four montIts to 
finalize a “working” plan. He said 
tenders should be let in June with 
construction to stall about a month 
later.
Building sltould take from 10 to 15 
months to complete depending on the 
labor scene, he said. When finished 
the addition will cover more than 
30,tX)() square feet and provide 
another 40 jobs, including 27 nursing 
positions.
And that number could increase if 
the .Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
board receives approval to finish the 
other 25-hed section.
When the health ministry gave 
approval for the addition last year it 
allowed only a 50-bcd addition with a
John Benham 
... July start?
25-bed “shell” or unfinished area set 
for contpleiion sometime in the 
funiic. "
But the board last week asked the 
ministry to reconsider and permit 
completion of the 25-bcd shell, The 
board argued the shell will cost only 
$161,fKX) to finish now and will help 
alleviate an extended care bed 
shortage in the Greater Victoria area.
Benham agreed, noting it could 
cost twice as much to finish the 25- 
bcd section in the future. “Even if we 
don’t operate the beds, to have it all 
built and finished makes sense,’’ He 
expects a reply from the ministry in 
about seven to 10 days.
Once construction has .started, the 
board will ask the Capital Regional 
District hospital board to review the 
local hospital’s present acute care 
facilities with an eye to expansion.
Benham said some acute care 
facilities are overcrowded right now, 
especially laboratory and 
physiotherapy. “We’re looking at 
doing some work in those areas,” he 
said.
And if there is an addition toitcutc 
care, it inuy have to go up and not 
out, Benham advised. Once the 
extended care addition is finished, 70 
per cent of the hospital's 22-acre site 
will have been used, he said.
By CRANIA LITWIN
If Sidney had a breakwater, a 
storm like the one that ripped along 
the shore Monday night would not 
have “bashed all to hell” many 
pleasure craft and fishing boats 
moored at the government wharf and 
round the corner in Smitty’s and Star 
Marinasj marine engineer Bob Ward 
saidTuesday.
“It’s a ridiculous situation and the 
damage is going to continue as long 
as there is no breakwater in Sidney,”
■ Ward said.
A number of boats were grounded; 
there was hull damage at the 
moorings and floats torn loose, said 
Ward, who added that “things could 
have been worse if it hadn’t been low 
^ tide. ■ '
“A breakwater for Sidney is so 
long overdue it’s not funny. It’s 
ridiculous how much we have got and 
how little we’re doing with it.”
Ward spearheaded Sidney-North 
Saanich chamber of commerce 
breakwater committee study in 1978 
which cost $25,000. The money was 
collected from Beacon merchants 
and various government grants but 
according to Ward,, little has been 
done since then.
At Sidney council Monday night 
Aid. Ross Martin announced he had 
received approval in principal for 
Sidney’s marina proposal from the 
federal small craft harbours branch 
of the Pacific Region.
Estimated cost of the 1230-mctre 
rock mound breakwater is $6.5 
million, and Martin .said the next step 
for council is to seek financing.
Ward pointed out approval in 
principle was granted two years ago 
and that council has become bogged 
down, but he said he hopes this time 
the breakwater will be on its way.
A spokesman for the Victoria 
Weather office told The Review 
winds were gusting to 30 knots, 56 
kilometres an hour, during Monday 
night’s storm but that conditions 
should gradually improve with a
Bob Ward
. . . boats 'bashed all to helV
warming trend in two days and 
probably some rain by the weekend. 
And contrary to an earlier report, 






•Sports, pages 11,12,13 
Jim Tang interviews a 




Jaws of life used 
to free injured man
Two peninsula drivers were rtishcd 
to hospital with serious injuries 
Monday following separate car 
cra.shes on the Pat Bay Highway.
The first mishap occurred about 
10:50 a.in. when a ear driven by 19- 
ycar-old Warren Gordon Griffey, 
9170 Inverness, collided with a dump 
iriirF nt intm^rfion of 
and Pat Bay Highway.
The truck, driven by Robert 
WUHam I tntddoun, 32, of 3181 
Monnlng Drive, was southbound on 
the highway when it hit Griffey’s 
easibound station wagon.
The I nick drove the car into the 
light standard on the median, pin­
ning Griffey in the vehicle. The jaws 
of life were needed to free him from 
the wreck, and he was taken to 
Saunicli Peninsula Hospital where he 
is recovering,
Meanwhile, Wendy Croteau, 25, 
of Rn-iriirh Rnrifi,
taken to hospital with serious injuries 
after colliding with a vehicle driven 
by Robert Woolcock, 24, of 3459 
Plymouth Ro.id at Wain Road and 
Pat Bay Highway ititetmtion 
Monday afternoon.
heavy winds hatter boat against rocks near Sidney wharf nfter mse! came loose Monday
night during storm. Cronk Plmto
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OPEN DAILY FOR 
LUNCH ft DINNER 
{CioMd Tu«b. I
2558 Bevan Ave., 
Sidney




2138 Keating X Rd.




EAT IN or TAKE OUT
4:30 to 6:30 p.m. Ph. 652-2513
Open 9:30 a m. to 6:30 p.m. 
Licensed Premises
In the Hotel Sidney 
Exciting Sandwiches 
Continental Breaklast 
7 a.m.-7 p.m. 656-5123
Manning Press
For quality printing of your 
menus and brochures.
P.O.Box 2608 







FEB. Bth to 21 St





Honu’sryle Conking and 
Raking at Old 
^Fashioncil Prices, j
Open I 
^ 7 Days A V/eek’i




Specio/»2/ng in Chinese 
S Canadian Food
OPEN; MON. THURS. 4'‘ • MIDNIGHT
FRI.Sat. 4“^ - a.m.
SUNDAr 4'‘ - 8’ p.m.
Delivery with minimum order.
2493 Beacon Ave. 656-3944
CANOE COVE 
COFFEE SHOP
ANoa , CANOE COVE 
MARINA
Open Daily 8)30 3m to 4 p.m.
6S6-2J98
9816-4th St.. Sidney 
• CHICKEN •RIBS •BURGERS 
• SOFT ICE CREAM 
Mon. to Fri. 1t • 8 






Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Sunday Brunch 11:30 and 1:30
7172 Brentwood Drive
652-2413
j iDeep (Unhc (llhali't |
= Open h>r Lunch j
f ;)nJ Dinner ? 
f TiiesJny to Sunday !
I (Closed for Lunch Tuesday) I 
• Wednesday Smorgasbord i
" Dinner and f
I The New Sunday Brunch i
I Reservations 656-35411
Sea Breeze Cafe
9776.4th St. . Sidney 
Behind the Post Office 
— SPfOAL<Z/NG IN —
FiSH a CHIPS 
Breakfast-lunch-dinner
Opon Doily 7:30 AM ■ 7:30 PM 
Closed Sunday 
Complete T(Ae Out Service 
6S6-1621
Geri’s Food Bar
IN “THE PUB” 
Hotel Sidney 
Seafood & Burgers 
11 a.m. to Midnight
Sidney 
Fish & Chips








ResiauRaNT Foot of Beacon Ave.
INTHE . OCEAN VIEW
^ ^RAVEj(ji3Q£
Try our famous salad bar
BEACON AVE.. SIDNEY. B.C. in the Lounge or Dining Room
The Finest in
Family Dining Entertainment








At Reasonable Prices 
-Pick Up-Take Out
2470 Beacon Ave. 656-1812
Gerald Regan, federal labor minister and minister for fitness and amateur sport, 
chats with Stelly secondary students during visit to school last week. Regan 
spoke on fitness program and the constitution. Ron Norman Photo
ARDMORE GOLF COURSE, 930 Ardmore Dr. and 
West Saanich Road, Sidney
A cozy, 9-holer, ideal for families. Beautiful scenery 
and special twilight rates for 9-hole game. Clubs and 
cart rentals — picnic and barbecue facilities — 
swimming beach. Phone 656-4621.
Cuisine frangoise 
Evening Dining 
from 5 p rri.
(Closed Tuesdays)
^ ^ Soofiich Rd..
y, vV u, by Royol Ook 





; Beacon Plaza Mall
2321 Beocon Ave.j








Tues. to Fri. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Saturday 10 a.m. -10 pirn.
656-4115
2359 BEACON AVE.
BRENTWOOD INN, 7172 Brentwood Drive, 
Brentwood. 652-2413.
SIDNEY TRAVELODGE, 2280 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney. 656-1176.
In The Cabaret every Friday and Saturday night, 
9:00 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.. Rock & Roll & Country 
■ Music.
Featuring in the lounge, Ray Marquette, Guitar 
Vocalist, 8:00 p.m. to midnight.
THE MARINERS’ MUSEUM — A must to see 
when in Sidney — an Outstanding Maritime and 
Nautical Collection — located next to the Qipper 
Inn, 2554 Bevan. Phone 656-6633.
Hours: Daily 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Sundays' 1 to 4 p.m. 
Closed Tuesday and Wednesday. ' !
THE WORLD 
IS YOURS.../f 
YOU KNOW THE 
RIGHT PEOPLE...
Wherever you move the Welcome 
Wagon hostess is the right person to 









Former North Saanich 
advisory planning 
commission member Gil 
Montgomery lashed 
council Feb. 2 for its 
decision to freeze 
subdivision development 
in Curteis Point until the 
traffic access problem 
has been solved.
Montgomery, 1860 
Swartz Bay Road, said 
he was not aware any 
development has been 
held up by the move, but 
called the decision 
‘ ‘discriminatory’ ’ 
anyway.
He accused council of 
using Curteis Point area
residents as “leverage” 
to make the ministry of 
highways “bow to 
council’s concerns.”
Montgomery asked 
council to rescind the 
motion as quickly as 
possible.
Council in December 
put a stop to any further 
subdivision development 
in Curteis Point until the 
traffic situation at the 
intersection of Pat Bay 
Highway and Tryon 
Road has been solved. ,
protect North Saanich as 
long as it isn’t illegal.”
Aid. Jay Rangel, who 
proposed the freeze, said 
council would leave it up 
to highways ministry 
engineers to solve the 
problem. He said ex­
tending Swartz Bay 
Road from Tryon to 
MacDonald Park Road 
is only one suggestion 
and council has asked 
highways ministry to 
examine it.
Mayor Eric Sherwood 
told Montgomery, “We 
do what we can to
, “We’re not forcing 
that down their throats 
necessarily,” Rangel 
said.
Continued from Page 1
Finance committee chairman 
Rubymay Parrott said she realized 
the budget is a “tremendous in­
crease”, but said it was necessary.
“This is the year we have to bite 
the bullet,” she said. The board has 
been in a situation where there have 
been deficiencies over the years that 
have to be corrected this year, she 
added.
“Even though the cost of 
education seems to be tremendous 
... I hate to think of the cost of non- 
education.”
Trustee John Betts agreed. He said 
enrolment is increasing and school 
buildings arc getting “very old.” 
Perhaps this is the year we need to 
upgrade a little bit, he said.
Trustee Pat Murphy said some of 
the increase is beyond trustees’ 
control — such as teachers’ .salaric.s 
which have increased 12 per cent this 
year.
Total district salaries make up 88 
per cent of the budget, while 
teachers’ salaries make up 74 per cent 
of it, secretary-treasurer Ross Ingram 
told the board.
In a general comparision ad­
ministration expenses increased 32 
per cent, from $334,753 to $442,908. 
Instruction expenses (including 
teachers’ salaries, supplies, clerical 
salaries) jumped nearly $2.5 million 
or 25 percent, from $10.16million to 
$12.67 million.
Operational expenses Uanitor and 
engineers’ salaries, supplies and 
utilities) went from $1,297,239 to 
$1,471,408 — a 13 per cent hike.
Repairs and maintenance expenses 
(including grounds and building 
costs, salaries, and equipment) in­
creased 31 per cent, from $919,122 
last year to $1,204,094.
Busing will also go up thi.s year, 
from $345,176 to $443,704 — a 29 
per cent increase.
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Cost extra $25 a year 
average homeowner
By RON NORMAN 
[Staff Writer]
The proposed Panorama Leisure Centre ad­
dition will cost the average peninsula homeowner 
between $22 and $27 a year, according to figures 
released in a recent study.
The study also reveals total expansion costs 
have increased nearly $100,000 since the addition 
was proposed last June — from $2.7 million to 
$2.8 million.
The figures are contained in a Jan. 28 report 
prepared by the Peninsula Recreation Com­
mission and North Saanich Aid. Alan Cornford. 
Both Sidney and North Saanich councils 
requested the report at a special meeting last 
September.
The report says most of the $100,000 increase is 
due to the increase in basic construction costs 
since last June. “In revising construction costs, 
we considered trends in the Engineering News 
Record Index and the Consumer Price Index,” 
says the report.
Expansion plans call for 26,800 square feet to 
be added to the centre. This will include a dining 
lounge and dance floor, kitchen, racquetball 
courts, squash courts, fitness room, pro shop, 
gymnasium, additional activities rooms and 
storage and office space.
The report says the provincial government 
should pick up one-third the total capital cost — 
about $954,000 of the total $2.8 million.
North Saanich and Sidney must pay the 
remeiining $1.83 million. Mortgaged over 20 years 
at 13 per cent interest (best case), that works out 
to 1260,500 a year. At 15 per cent increase (worst 
case) it would be $292,400 a year.
But that’s just for the capital cost. Annual 
operating and maintenance costs must be added 
to that figure. The report says operating and 
maintenance costs should amount to about 
$107,000 a year. That would mean a total of 
$367,500 a year at 13 per cent interest or $400,000 
a year at 15 per cent.
But that’s not the final figure. Revenue from 
the various new enterprises — such as racquetball
and squash courts — must be subtracted.
Revenue in the first year is estimated to be 
$164,000. That should increase to $186,885 in the 
second year and to almost $205,(XX) in the third 
year.
So for the first year the total cost (capital cost 
and operating expenses minus revenue) will be 
$203,450 at 13 per cent or $235,350 at 15 per cent. 
Of that. North Saanich will pay about 48 per cent, 
while Sidney pays 52 per cent.
But North Saanich and Sidney already pay 
more than $600,0(X) a year for the leisure centre. 
In 1980 the two municipalities contributed 
S632,(X)0 to the centre.
That figure is expected to increase only slightly 
in 1981 — about $45,000 to a total of $677,000.
But if the expansion costs are added to that. 
North Saanich and Sidney will be paying between 
$880,670 and $912,570 in 1981 (depending on 
whether they receive a 13 or 15 per cent interest 
rate).
That would mean North Saanich and Sidney 
taxpayers would pay about 64 per cent of the total 
Panorama Leisure Centre expenses.
Currently, the two municipalities pay about 69 
per cent of the total budget ($632,0(X) of a 
$992,000 budget). But that’s still only 7.7 per cent 
of the two municipalities total budget.
What it all means for the taxpayer is this:
If you own a $70,000 home in Sidney, you will 
pay $84 this year for the leisure centre. If ex­
pansion is approved, that will increase about $25 
to a total of $109.
If you ow'n a $80,000 home in Sidney you will 
pay $96 this year with another $28 for expansion 
— totalling $124.
A $100,000 Sidney home will pay $120 for the 
centre with another $35 for expansion for a $155 
total.
In North Saanich, the figures are slightly 
different. An $80,000 home will pay $73 this year 
plus another $22 if expansion is approved.
A $100,000 North Saanich home will be taxed 
$91 for the leisure centre this year, plus another 
$28 if the expansion goes ahead.
Son, 19, found guilty
Sentencing has been deferred to Feb. 26 for a 
19-year-old Central Saanich man found guilty 
Friday of robbing his father.
County court Judge E.J.C. Stewart rejected a 
plea by Harold William Michael Wright that 
another man forced him to participate in the 
robbery with violence of his parents at their home 
last Sept. 29.
The other man in the incident, Jonathan 
Kenneth Lawrence Alward, 28, pleaded guilty in 
provincial court Dec. 4 to robbery with violence 
and possession of a weapon and was sentenced to 
six years.
The judge described the case as unusual with 
bizarre and frightening events and was an 
example of the strange and inexplicable things 
which happen in human relations.
Stewart said he can only judge the intentions of
the son from his actions but of character as 
they may have been.
“I can’t speculate on what lay behind the 
behaviour of Wright that day, no doubt in­
fluenced by Alward, a fearsome person, he said. 
The defence of compulsion is not available to an 
offence like robbery, he said.
Defence counsel Suzanne Paterson argued that 
the specific criminal intent was missing because of 
the duress applied by Alward. But Crown counsel 
Peter Birkett said there was no evidence during 
the hour-long robbery that Wright was being 
forced to participate.
Wright was acquitted of stealing his father’s car 
and boat and was also acquitted of possession of 
a flare gun for a purpose dangerous to the public 
peace. Judge Stewart said the flare gun was part 
and parcel of the robbery.
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proved the addition of 
two more heritage trees 
to the district’s list 
Monday night, 
following a letter from 
the Heritage Tree 
Project which identified 
two outstanding 
specimens.
The trees arc both 
willows and located at 
1(M71 Resthnven and 
8630 East Saanich,
Aid. Ross Martin 
suggested that council 
take steps to identify the 
trees for information 
purpo.scs but Mayor
Norma Sealey argued 
that such an act may 
lead to valdalism.
Martin agreed the 
trees would then be 
better left “incognito.”
In otlier council news:
•Sidney council 
decided to set up a
meeting with North 
Saanich to discuss 
construction of the new 
library building, 
•Council authorized 
expenditure of $112,513 
for clarifier equipment 
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Not so trivial
Letters to the editor can be funny, 
boring, sad, too long, irritating, in­
formed or ill-informed — but be assured 
they’re one of the best-read features in 
any newspaper. They usually pass by us 
without comment but we do take issue 
with today’s letter from George 
Westwood, former North Saanich 
mayor.
Westwood attacks North Saanich 
council for its performance, criticizing 
“some members of council” for what he 
describes as “high profile trivia”, 
alluding to newts, lillies, emblems and 
unnamed creeks to illustrate his charge.
His suggestion that council deal 
instead with “the bedrock” issues infers 
some neglect of the more serious items 
which come before council.
We don’t agree. First, the trivia 
Westwood refers to has its place in the 
scheme of things and is as much a part of 
community life as roads or sewers. And 
we feel, since this paper covers all North 
Saanich council and committee meetings 
— and Westwood doesn’t — we’re likely 
to be in a better position than he is to 
judge how this council operates and 
whether its record, as Westwood writes, 
is “less than impressive.”
Our verdict? We’re impressed. This 
council has some high calibre people and 
is doing a good job/ And current 
meetings compare favorably with the 
days when Westwood was mayor and the 
council scene was one long snarl.
Westwood — who was defeated by 
Eric Sherwood in the 1979 mayoralty 
race — is electioneering and makes no 
secret of the fact that he’d like to be 
back as mayor. That he’s opened up the 
attack so early in the campaign with 
municipal elections still 10 months down 
the road only shows how keen he is to 
get back into office.
We wish him luck, of course, but 
would like to point out his timing is poor 
and his criticism way off-base.
Canvassers needed
Some 80,000 Canadians die each year 
of heart disease and stroke; more than 
2.6 million Canadians suffer from some 
form of heart and blood vessel disease. 
The B.C. Heart Fund is fighting a 
winning battle against cardio-vascular 
disease and deserves support this month 
as it campaigns for funds to be used for 
research. Anyone who can spare some 
time canvassing on the peninsula bet­
ween Feb. 14-22 should call 382-3933.
0II|urcl|
Sidney beach near Tulista Park
letters
Attmd TJie Church of Tour Crxjice This Wwkend
Chapel of Roses
YOUR COMMUNITY 






Depend on Sands 
Undertaking Society 
membership fee 
applicable toward our 
SERVICE
No money trees
Spread over the front page of The Sidney 
Review of Jan. 14 in half-inch bold black letters 
“Recreation’s in the black — 1980 with a $50,000 
surplus’’. Where did your staff writer get those 
figures? Had he access to a 1980 financial 
statement? Was he able to ascertain how much of 
the carrying revenue came from ratepayers’ taxes 
— namely North Saanich, Sidney, the provincial 
and federal governments? These institutions have 
no money trees; their donations come from none 
other source than the pockets of the ratepayers.
It took me more than a year — after being 
given the runaround from Panorama Recreation 
Centre, North Saanich municipal office, Sidney 
municipal office, and the Capital Regional 
District to obtain a copy of the centre’s 1979 
financial statement which records contributions 
of more than SI million from the before men­
tioned sources during 1978 and 1979.
If the Sidney Review is honestly trying to serve 
the interests of the people of this area, do you not 
think it would only be fair and just to have your 
staff writer find out how much North Saanich, 
Sidney, and the provincial and federal govern­
ments contributed to putting the centre in the 
black for 1980 and give it the same exposure on 
your front page that you afforded your ballyhoo 
of January 14? And do it before the meeting 
called for Feb. 26 to discuss the proposed 
spending of another $2.7 million for expansion. 
And keep in mind that amount does not include 
furnishing and staffing. ;
What is North Saanich council trying to ac­
complish? Decorate Mount Newton with another 
silent edifice to be a companion for Gillain 
Manor?'- ■ ^
W.D. MacLeod 
9060 East Saanich Road
Discriminatory
Re: Cost of Sidney dog licences.
The discriminatory and excessive cost of dog 
licences in Sidney are a cause of concern to dog 
owners. The fee discriminates between neutered 
and spayed animals versus unneutered and un­
spayed animals and the cost of licences for the 
latter group is excessive. E.g. Spayed female and 
neutered dog, $5; unspayed female and un­
neutered dog, $15.
I ask, why does Sidney have the highest dog 
licence fee on the Island? North Saanich, in 
comparison, is most fair.
Possibly it is for one of the following reasons: 
•To restrict dog ownership to the affluent and 
deprive the poor of the company of man’s best 
friend.
•To encourage the spread of cats, rats, ferrets, or 
any other unlicenced animal to the discrimination 
of dogs.
•To encourage neighbors to fink on each other 
about loose or unlicenccd dogs. Shades of pre­
war Germany,
•To raise enough revenue to con.struct a special 
dog park in Central Sidney for all dogs.
I trust council is going to lead and heed the 
request of an old age pensioner and provide a 
suitable dog park in Sidney. 1 am prepared to 
assist council or any other interested party in 
establishing such a park.
Jean Bigras 
[owner, two dogs] 





THE BACK DOCTOR 
by Hnnillion Hall
Most books that deal with the age-old subject 
of chronic back pain offer the sufferer a virtually 
iron-clad guarantee of a life totally free from 
pain, and most people who read these books end 
up disillusioned and frustrated.
Hamilton Hall, an orthopaedic .surgeon of 
international repute who liimsclf suffers from 
chronic back pain, takes a far more realistic tack, 
and cxpre.sscs it in a sensitive and easy to read 
style,
Back pain, he maimains, cannot (except in a
50VEARSAGO!
From the Feb. 12,1931, Issue of The Review.
At the annual Sidney Board of Trade meeting 
held in Wesley Hall, Mr. D. Lyle was elected 
picsidcrii of the board lor tlic ensuing 12 momtis. 
Retiring president O.A. Cochran was elected 
treasurer wlrile A.W. Hollands is vice-president, 
D. Sparling secretary, and O.C, Wemyss auditor. 
Council consists of A. Hai-vey, J.E. McNeil, O.E. 
Goddard, J. Copilhornc, J.M.A, LcMurquand, 
J.J. White .mclO.J. McIntyre.; i:
# YEARS A€:0!
From (he Feb. 12,1941, Iniue of The Review.
Word was received Feb. 10 b/Mr, and Mrs. H. 
Carter of Beacon Avenue of ilie loss of their son.
few specific cases) be cured, since it is a condition 
rather than a disease. It can, however, be con­
trolled to varying degrees if the sufferer is willing 
to exercise daily (except during acute phases when 
re.st is bc.st), avoid aggravating postures when 
possible and understand tlie role that tension and 
anxiety can play in chronic back pain.
The last is no easy task since the doctors whom 
the patients consult during acute phases too often 
cause, rather than nllcvinte, tension by describing 
tlie problem in terrifying terms.
According to Hall, almost all back pain is 
caused by one or more of three problems: a worn 
facet joint (the smali joints at tlie back of each 
vertebra), a protruding disc and/or a pinched
looking back
Sergeant Edward “Ted” Carter, who died Feb. 8 
from injuries received in a fiying accident at 
Tollcrion, England. It is the second war fatality 
for this district, Ted was 20 yctms of age and left 
Sidney in 1939, working his way to England and 
enlisiing in tlie Royal Air Force.
.WVKAH.SAGO!
From the Feb. 14,1951, iK»ue of The Review.
Hurry McNichoI, self-styled pyromanlac and 
Suanicliton rnink farmer, was elwicd to head 
Gaaolvh and K«.,uing sections ol the ncwly-lormcd 
Central Saanich volunteer fire department.
20 YEARS AGO:
From the Feb. 8,1961, issue of I he Review.
Mrs. G.A. i’hclps, 10602 Fat Bay Highway,
An open letter to MLA Hugh Curtis.
This will acknowledge, with thanks, your letter 
of Jan.12
As much as I appreciate the continuing interest 
that you have shown in the matter of the 
proposed Pike Lake-Sidney Transmission Line, I 
must confess that recent developments are more 
than a little disappointing, but not surprising.
In spite of all our efforts, your’s and council’s 
included, B.C. Hydro is forging ahead with an 
overhead route for this major project, right 
through the heart of Central Saanich. I am fully 
aware of the complexity of this issue and of the 
fact that, as you write, economic circumstances 
have changed dramatically for British Columbia 
in the last two or three years. All this, however, 
does not change the stark reality that the burden 
of this project, which will benefit mostly Sidney, 
North Saanich, Saanich and even Victoria, will 
fall squarely on the shoulders of Central Saanich 
and, more specifically, on those of a handful of 
property owners who are in the way of the line.
The substantial extra cost of placing the sen­
sitive part of this project underground would 
have amounted to a modest and affordable 
contribution if spread amongst all those who will 
benefit from this project. Instead, the price of 
saving this amount will have to be paid in the 
form of loss of property and other values by the 
few property owners who will be directly affected 
by the line.
Somehow I feel that there is a basic injustice in 
such a solution to a project of public interest — 
an injustice which clashes head on with the 
fundamental principles of democracy, freedom 
and basic rights of all Canadians. Indeed, a 
project of public interest should be carried out 
not to benefit the most people, but rather also to 
hurt least the least number of people.
Somehow I see a parallelism here between this 
issue and the recent disagreement between Ottawa 
and the energy producing provinces on the 
taxation and ownership of natural resources.
Unfortunately, this very unsatisfactory “status 
quo” will remain until sorely needed amendments 
to the B.C. Hydro and Power Authority Act are 
implemented. As much as I appreciate the im­
portance, need and general unpopularity of the 
job that Hydro has to do, I also know that current 
legislation gives this corporation virtually 
unlimited power that can and has been used to 
deal summarily with little people.
I can only express my sincere hope that you and 
Central Saanich council, as our elected
Continued nn Pages
nerve. Having described the cau.scs, symptoms 
and bc.st exercises for each. Hall explains that 
surgery (which many back patients feel they can 
always turn to if the pain gets too bad) is capable 
of helping only a small percentage of sufferers.
For the .six million or so Canadian.s who suffer 
from chronic back pain, The Back Doctor will 
probably be the first book they have read that 
tells them just what they can and must do about 
their problem helping, and what they must and 
can accept, once they have conquered the fear of 
back pain through knowledge.
The book is available through the Sidney-North 
Saanich and Brentwood branches of the regional 
library.
celebrated her 95th birthday this week with her 
son and daughier-ln-Iaw, Mr. and Mrs, Allen
10 YEARS AGO:
l-roiH the Feb. 10,1971, Issue of The Review.
Dredging for V/c.stpoi t Marina was well under 
way this week with two large dredgers making 
way for additional wharves at the marina.
A 13-year-old Sidney boy; Peter Bragg, 
su.staincd broken bones and head injuries when 
the chain on hi* bicycle broke while he was going 
down John Dean Park Road. He was taken to 





Sun., Feb. 15 
9:45 a.m. Sunday 
School for all ages 
11:00 a.m. Morning 
Worship
6:00 p.m. Evening 
Fellowship 
Wed., Feb. 18 
7:30 p.m. Bible Study 
& Prayer Meeting 













Priest in Charge: 






792 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Bay
Sunday, Feb. 15 
Septuagesima
8:30 a.m. Communion 
11:00 a.m. Morning 
Prayer




A.L. Isaac 652-2138 
A.S. McNeil 
652-2651






9:30 a.m, Mattins, 
Jr. Church 
7:30 p.m. Praise 
&Worship 
Wed., Fob. 18 
10:00 a.m, Communion 
ST. STEPHEN’S 




Rev. Iv.in Fuller 
6.52-2(112 
Office 6.52.4311 
9 to 12 noon
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 















Panorama Lelsuro Centro 
(upstairs Lounge) 
















Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
Phone 477-8478





















2295 Weiler Ave. 






Dennis J. Paap, Pastor 
Off. & Bes. 656-7484 
Church 656-2721




5363 Pat Bay Hwy.
Sunday, Feb: 15
9:30 a.m. Sunday 
School
10:30 a.m. Rev. Lynn 
Stairs





Sunday, Feb. 15 
Epiphany VI
8:00 a.m. Communion 
11:00 a.m. . Family 
Service












1(1 a.m. 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. 
AVetl. Prayer Mvn.Min)’ 7 p.m. 
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Wednesday, February 11,1981 THEREVIEW
more letters
Continued from Page 4
representatives, will do your utmost to ensure that 
people directly affected by this project will be 
fairly, adequately and promptly compensated not 
just in the light of the stark and, frankly, out­
dated letter of the law, but also of human decency 
and fairness.
This 1 would like to hope for, but noting the 
amount budgeted by Hydro for R.O.W. 
acquisition for the entire project, and the 
inadequacy of current legislation, I feel rather 
skeptical on the outcome.
V.AS. Preto 
6393 West Saanich Road
Trivia^ hokum
Although the recent North Saanich bylaw 
concerning animal control may be innocuous and 
of minor importance to some, it is the tip of the 
iceberg as to what seems to be wrong with 
council.
Regarding animal control, North Saanich has 
placed itself in the invidious position of being the 
only municipality in the Capital region — if not in 
the province — to ignore the principles of 
preferential licencing fee rates to owners of 
spayed or neutered dogs. This apsect of the North 
Saanich bylaw is contrary to the precepts of good 
animal control accepted by the SPCA and most 
professional animal control officers.
With respect to excessive impoundment rates, 
most municipalities have lower rates and some 
have adopted the principle of ticketing when 
possible. The ticketing procedure has the effect of 
dealing with pet owners directly rather arbitrarily 
impounding animals and leaving them to their 
fate, whatever that might be.
The above remarks are meant to be con­
structive and I hope council will reconsider its 
position, notwithstanding the minor legal point 
concerning discrimination as it applies to animal 
owners.
a straight forward manner.
Apart from newts, lillies, thistles, bird em­
blems, unnamed creeks, etc,', the leghold trap 
bylaw comes to mind. Much effort and staff time 
has been devoted to this eye catching item.
The facts remain that this matter is not only 
ultra vires with respect to municipal jurisdiction 
but the question of trapping in the community has 
not hitherto arisen since it is not permissive under 
Bylaw 145.
This issue and other items of trivia are pure 
hokum.
Finally, North Saanich has serious problems, 
now and in the future, dealing with the financial 
aspects of transit, ballooning hospital costs, 
recreation, emerging police responsibilities (tied 
with the 1981 census) emergency services, public 
safety, effluent disposal, 65 miles of roads, and 
ecological issues.
Ask yourselves what has happened to the ENP 
estates issue (private wharves). Ask yourself how 
long has it been since municipal road centre lines 
have been painted - 1979 (these assist in 
preventing head-on collisions).
Ask yourselves how long has it been since 
chipseal has been applied to the roads - 1979.
Ask yourselves — are you better off in tax rates 
in relation to other communities as we were in 
1979 when your 1981 tax notices roll in.
Todate, council’s performance has been less 
than impressive with the exception of Wain Road 
which had been on the books for a long time. It is 
hoped that the obvious talent and expertise 
available in council will address itself to those 
issues of long term impact aimed at preserving 
our rural municipality and keeping our taxes 
down without plundering the statutory financial 
reserves, thereby giving future councils the legacy 
of indebtedness and accompanying high tartation.





with our nasty problem.
Our basement is below ground level, and the 
sewer overflowed in our shower stall, saturating 
our bathroom rug. We bailed-for some time until 
the town sewer was unclogged by Mr. Shadbolt 
and his equiprhent.
Mr. Shadbolt then cheerfully helped us to 
remove the rug and mop up the floors. We cer­
tainly appreciate the timely arrival, especially 
after work hours.
We wish to compliment the town employees on 
their timely help, especially because they have 
been so criticized about flooding basements.
C.J. Crotty and Anne D. Wells, 
2253 Amherst Ave.
A free course on legal 
research will be held 7:30 
- 9:30 p.m. Feb. 16 at 
Victoria Public Library 
on Broughton Street. 
The course is sponsored 
by the People’s Law 
School, the Law Centre 
and the library. 





Victoria College students who attended classes 
at Craigdarroch Castle are invited to take part in 
a reunion which will be held in Victoria May 22 
and 23.
Enquiries in connection with the reunion 
should be addressed before March 15, to: 
Craigdarroch Reunion, C/o The Alumni 
As.sociation, University of Victoria, P.O. Box 
1700, Victoria, B.C., V8W 2Y2 or call 477-6911, 
local 4588.
The Planning Committee, 
The Alumni Association, 
University of Victoria
Knights of Pythias, 
Victory Lodge No. 63 
officers for 1981 were 
installed at a ceremony 
conducted Jan. 28 by a 
team from Victoria. A 
special buffet lunch was 
prepared and served by 





Turning to the aforementioned iceberg, it is 
suggested that some members of council cast 
aside the thin veneer of high profile trivia and 
deal with the bedrock issues of the municipality in
An open letter to the Town of Sidney.
During our recent basement flooding, due to 
the town’s clogged sewer line, your employee, 
Gordon Shadbolt, was most helpful in dealing
The community of Oliver, B.C. celebrates its 
60th birthday in 1981. To mark the occasion, 
Oliver is planning a homecoming in conjunction 
with its annual Fairview Days, May 8-10 with 
events throughout the earlier part of the week, 
culminating with special festivities such as a 
community picnic, homeconing dance, etc.
Former residents are asked to write to 
“Fairview Days’’, Box 728, Oliver,- B.C. VOH 
TTO for futher information. The celebratipn 
promises to be exciting for one and all. Come and 
help us celebrate our 60th birthday!















Vegetables, Coffee & Dessert
Reservations Only Please 







FOR DINING IN R COSY AYmSPNOte
get to^
If you just sit 
You won’t quit 
Being unlit.
TUES. TO FRI. 10 am-S pm SAT. 10 am-10 pm 
LICENSED - BREAKFAST - LUNCH - DINNER
#
Former Central Saanich mayor Jean Butler has great time 
sharing funny story with volunteer firefighter Peter Cellarius 
Saturday at party celebrating fire department's 30th an­
niversary. Tom Cronk Photo
A six-week discussion group for single 
parents starts at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 17 at 9813-5th 
Street. There is no charge; for registration call 
;-656-0134.
' Topics to be discussed include' Shifts in 
parental roles; budgeting money arid - time; 
leisure arid social activities; legal problems; 
new career and personal growth.
PAT BAY HWY r ;.- Ferriesj
EFFECTIVE - < f Won.-Fri,^
.The unmistakeable charm 
of particularly good taste 
in ladies clothing and
accessories
From
Siclney and James Bay Square 
656-.S522 ' 384-4932
EXCLUDING CARTONS OF CIGA­
RETTES, TOBACCO AND BUTTER








REWARD High quality commerci.'il typesetting and printing plant 
(sheet fed) situated on southern 











personnel with ihe folUiwing 
qualifications:
KEYBOARD OPERATOILS -- 
M(?rgenlhaler MVP, Linotron 
202 or similar equipment.










Allor WWII many Curtiss P-40 Kitlyhawks were 
surplusod from Patricia Bay and sold to Individuals.
I am restoring a P-40 and need many parts. I will 
pay a reward equivalent to 10% of the purchase 
: price for information loading to purchase of P'40 
Klltyhawk items, Need cowling, spinner, tail sec­
tion, much more. Write or call collect evenings, 
David Chvalnl, 628 Warren Avo,, Spring Valley, 
Minnosola Phono 507-346-2001.
If you are “tops'’ in your trade 
and interested in joiningour 
organization, we invite you to 
apply in writing to;
ALL PURPOSE 10 kg
Flour Robin Hood.....
McCAIN FROZEN
Apple Pie 24 OL . . .
Manning Press 6.56-0171
% Mr. I.W. Steinicke 
Plant Manager 
P,(), Box 260(1 
Sidney B.C,, VOL 4(71
CHIPS in CHOCOUTE 400g 
Cookies Dad's,,.., Breakfast 156g.....'
8.C. EXTRA FANCY










GRADE'A'mm OF BEEF ■■
(Cut from Bottom Round Steok 




Pork Cutlets . .. . .lb.
BVTHIPIFGF
Superior Bacon , lb
m.i sour
Wieners .. . . . . . . . . . .. ..  lb.
‘is
:/




seniinars will be held in 
the auditorium of the 
Institute of Ocean 
Sciences, 9860 West 
Saanich Road.
Feb. 17 - Dr. J. Sibert 
(PBS, Nanaimo) Biology
of the benthic boundary 
layer in estuaries.
Feb. 24 - S. De Mora 
(UBC Oceanography) 
Manganese chemistry in 
the Fraser Estuary. All 
seminars are held at 3 
p.m.
Council briefs













Registered Retirement Savings 
Plans are a good way to reduce taxes 
and save for your future. But not all 
RRSP's are alike, if your RRSP does not 
offer you all these advantages, transfer to 
a Saanich Penihsula Savings RRSP.
Rates that are very competitive, calculated daily and 
compounded semi-annually to improve yield. (Yield 
15.02%) Rates reviewed monthly. They remain competitive.
No Fees of any kind that will reduce your earnings
Withdrawable anytime should you need the money.
Guaranteed fully by the Provincial Credit Union Share & 
Deposit guarantee Fund.
Term Option from 1-5 years is available. You can guarantee 
your interest rate for a longer term and get the benefits of 
annual compounding. (Rates on request).
A Loan can help you make your RRSP deposit and the 
interest is tax deductible.





















Despite opposition from aldermen Jay Rangel 
and Harold Parrott, North Saanich council Feb. 2 
turned down a request from North Saanich and 
Sidney Garden Club for a trophy donation.
Rangel argued the trophy would cost only S40 
and would benefit a local organization. They have 
no where else to go but to North Saanich and 
Sidney, he said.
But Aid. Jim Gumming countered that 
volunteer organizations should be supported by 
individuals and not municipal taxes. Residents 
should make their own decisions and not have us 
spend their money for them, Gumming said. 
Anyone wishing to contribute can do so, he 
added.
In other council news:
•Rangel charged council with being in­
consistent when it approved an $8(X) request from 
North Saanich/Sidney RCMP auxiliary. Council 
agreed to give the auxiliary $5(X) in addition to 
S3(X) for the annual banquet. Sidney council also 
agreed to the request.
But Rangel said some aldermen are inconsistent 
in granting $800 to the RCMP auxiliary, but 
rejecting a $40 grant for the garden club.
However, aldermen Dermid Bingham and 
Edgar Farthing said the auxiliary provides a 
service to the community, while Mayor Eric 
Sherwood added, “I think they’re worth 5(K) 
bucks easily.”
•Council also turned down requests for grants 
from the Kinsmen Club’s Mothers’ March and 
the Canadian Paraplegic Society. Individuals in 
their ov/n conscience can make contributions to 
these organizations, said Parrott.
•Sparked by concern over reports bus passes 
for the handicapped will be phased out, council 
has asked the Capital Regional District to meet 
with Human Resources Minister Grace McCanhy 
as soon as possible to solve the problem.
Aid. Jay Rangel said the issue “gets people 
unduly upset”, and is especially important in this, 
the international year of the disabled.
The problem arose when CRD indicated it 
wanted to terminate bus passes for blind persons 
and war amputees. CRD chairman and Sidney 
Mayor Norma Sealey said human resources and 
not the regional district, should provide the 
passes.
But McCarthy charged CRD with an “uncaring 
attitude.” In the meantime, CRD has said the 
passes v/ill continue until the problem is solved.
TMTIP
OF THE WEEK 
Q. My son is 19 years old 
and earned more than 
$2,000. He still lives with 
us. Can I claim the ex-^ 
emption of $990 for him? 
A. You may claim an ex­
emption for your son; 
however, the portion of 
his net income that ex­
ceeds the $2,OO0 must 
be deducted from the ex­
emption of $990. If your 
son's net income was 
$2990 or more, no 
deduction will be allow­
ed- Marina CoBrt 
9843 - 2iNi street 
658-2411
Sidney volunteer fireman Frank Sparling atop ladder prepares to fight chimney 
fire at home on the corner of Bevan and First Friday. No damage was reported.
St. Mary’s ACW meets
The regular meeting 
of St. Mary’s Anglican 
Church Women was 
held Feb.-3. Plans were 
made to begin projects 
for the Nov. 7 annual
fall bazaar, and 
members were reminded 
of the annual general 
meeting of the Parish of 
South Saanich at Stelly’s 
school.
Mrs. Hooker and 
Mrs. Nimmo offered to 
attend the planning 
meeting for the World 
Day of Prayer to be held 
■ March 6











Carved at the Table 
Served with a fine 
Selection of Vegetables













30 - 2:30 p.m. 
will be carving 
a hip of beef 




$2295 "Stay with us ~







per couple Nowton )K Rood
On Poincio Boy Highwoy 6 Mii»i from F»rf y 
AV.LRiCAfO;/PPLSS VAfaT(k Cm.APOI CHA»Oix
Construction has started on a new $1 million 
warehouse covering 31,000 square feet in the 
Keating Industrial Area.
The first of its type in the fast-growing in­
dustrial zone, the new building is being con­
structed on Kirkpatrick Crescent by Keating Park 
Estates, a joint corporate venture involving Ron 
Tidman Construction, T and H Construction, 
K.M. Ellingson and Son, and Richmark 
Holdings.
The concrete block building will be strata-titled 
on completion in four months and contain about 
15 individual units which will be leased or sold.
Ron Tidman Const., owned by Ron Tidman, 
will be general contractor, while T and H Const., 
owned by Dave Thomson, will handle all site 
works.
The building will join seven others built over 
the last two years. Saanich Peninsula Savings 
Credit Union is providing financing for the joint 
project, which also involves Mel Ellingson of 
K.M. Ellingson and Son, and Richard Howe and 
Mark Scott of Richmark Holdings.
[~“Ccill Miks---1











WILL BE OPEN SUNDAYS 
12-4 p.m.
BEGINNING FEB. 1st
for all your Prescription 
and Sundry Needs
7iSi Witisi Sainiiiiii'Ri).
We lire pleased to offer our.iniuiiil siihscription rate of $10, 
ohUiined by simply culling any of i)iir offices at
I I sUiK'ii can be
wants to know what’.s going on in the community 
■ .special events, celebrations for groups nr 
individuals, any happening, no matter how' great 
OI small is of interest to him. And as soon as he 
learns of an event his camera team will be out 
covering it, he says.
It’s all part of the Peninsula Scene, a new 
progiam on Cable 10 Itosteti by Diane Robson. 
1 he program is a catch-all for every little thing 
that goes on around here — but W'c’ve gotr to hear 
about it first before we can cover cvenis, Stanlake 
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Feb, 16 to 281h, 1981
Cl' r 1/ BOOK Sl'ORl'l 
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Nutrition break at Stelly's is fun for everyone — including these Grade Nine students preparing cheese 




Our senior debaters — Sarah Bonner, Neil 
Riley, Colleen Cole and Peggy Kemp — at­
tended the Vancouver Island Regional 
Tournament Jan. 30 - 31. Cole and Kemp won 
all their debates by unanimous decisions but 
did not place high enough in final listings to 
secure a place in the provincial finals.
Gerald Regan, federal minister of labor, was 
well-received when he visited the school last 
Thursday. He spoke to students about 
repatriation of the constitution, the Olympic 
boycott and answered questions from students 
and teachers.
Stelly’s Movie Night continues, featuring 
Foul Play with Goldie Hawn at 7 p.m. Feb. 19. 
The film is shown in the multipurpose room 
and refreshments will be available. Admission 
is $2. Last week some 100 people turned up for 
the movie.
Saturday matinees — held for the first time 
last week — continue with the next feature. 
North Avenue Irregulars, showing at 2 p.m. 
Feb. 21 in the multipurpose room, admission 
$1.25, refreshments available.
A welcome visitor to Stelly’s on Feb. 5 was 
Mr. Healey, a counsellor for the Victoria 
Apprenticeship Branch, who talked about 
trades and apprenticeships.
Upcoming events:. A valentine’s dance 
sponsored by the student council will be held 
Friday. Music is by the Zipper band and a 
good turnout is expected.
This spring: some students will be par­
ticipating in cultural exchanges with students 
from Quebec, Edmonton, Inuvik and Nishga.
Porcelain artists 
plan seminars
The Saanich Porcelain 
Artists’ Society — 
formerly the Porcelain 
Artists of Cordova Bay 
-- held its first annual 
meeting Jan. 29 at 
Cordova Bay Store 
headquarters. The 
following were elected to 
office: Minn Magaton; 
president; Marin 
Tisdallc; vice president; 
Ramona McElroy, 
secretary; Della Curry, 
treasurer; and Joan 
Dennis, sign artist.
American porcelain 
artist Ruth Webb will
conduct two seminars 
during the last week in 
March a four-day 
seminar on painting 
roses and a three-day 
.seminar on painting iris. 
For information on 
these seminars phone 
Winn Life at 658-5714.
In order to raise 
money, members of the 
group will each donate a 
hand-painted plate to be 
ruffied at a later date. 
The next meeting of the 
society will be held at 
1:30 p.rn. Feb. 26 in the 
Cordova Bay store.
Be^ENTWOOD BAY
Over 1800 sq, It. bcautllully liniched ,living arc.-!, 
Main level has L/R with llonr to celling old brick 
llroplaco with hoatllator, Largo dining area, bright 
kitchen with eating area overlooking lainiiy room on 
lower lovol. Rec. Room, laundry & B.alhroom, patio 
on same, 3 bedrooms, 4 pee. bath & master 3 pee. 
cncuitc. 00111110 Thormnpnnn wlnrlowi OiilPt 
stfoot, underground wiring.
$149,900.
Phono 652-4608 or 652-9661
Coimcil freezes land
Central Saanich council agreed 
Feb. 2 to prevent subdivision of 
any property currently within the 
five-acre minimum zoning for the 
remainder of 1981.
Zoning committee chairman Aid. 
George MacFarlane put the motion 
to freeze further development at the 
Jap. 26 committee meeting, saying 
council cannot handle the increasing 
development applications. t
“Suddenly we’re getting .a whole 
deluge of property coming oh stream 
that we can’t stop,’’he said.
“Because we can forsee problems 
such as connection of services, it 
behoves us not to bring more land on 
stream.’’
MacFarlane said staff is capable of 
handling up to 120 new housing units 
per year but beyond that, staff will be 
Overworked and Central Saanich 
population forecasts exceeded.
Mayor Dave Hill explained the 
freeze on five-acre property was a 
method to “stage growth.’’
Council also approved a zoning 
committee recommendation to deny
removal of land from the minimum 
five-acre zoning by property owner 
Roger Smith.
Smith’s third application to 
subdivide property on East Saanich 
and Stelly’s Crossroad was denied, 
MacFarlene said, because the land is 
not yet sewered.
A letter read at the meeting 
showing the property is within a 
proposed sewer area failed to change ■ 
council’s decision.
Mayor Dave Hill said connections 
to the proposed sewer area may not 
be made until summer.
Council did however, approve 
requests from two, Saanichton 
property owners to remove land from 
the minimum five-acre zoning.
MacFarlane remained opposed to 
his fellow aldermen’s approval of 
requests from Mike Tovvnsend, 1816 
Cultra, and David Eyckermans; 1834
■'■"Cultra. - ■■'■'"iA'i
Mayor Dave Hill said the two 
applications approved were different 
than Smith’s because sewer lines are 
completed in that area.
Flooding from 
drainage ditches along 




developer has charged, 
and the company wants 
North Saanich council to 
.solve the problem.
But North Saanich 
engineering aide Chris 
Pease says the problem 
is Sidney’s — not North 
Saanich’s. In a memo to 
council Pease said the 
“collector’’ drainage 
course lies within 
Sidney’s boundary and 
it,-: council should “be 
directed to address the 
problem.”
The issue first came 
up in a Dec. 29 letter to 
council from Sidney 
lawyer George 
McKimm, acting for 
developer Leisure Villa 
Estates Ltd.
McKimm said water in 
the ditch along Canora 
Road on the west side of 
Summergate Village is 
running out of the ditch 
onto his client’s 
property, and onto 
private land south of 
Summergate Village.
“We must ask that the 
municipality provide
storm drains to carry 
away the water from the 
ditches along Canora so 
that these waters do not 
flood our clients’ land,” 
McKimm said.
He asked immediate 
steps be taken because 
construction at the 
Village is being ham­
pered by Hooding.
But Pease said the 
collector drainage course 
lies two to three feet 
north of the Sid­
ney/North Saanich 
municipal boundary — 
inside Sidney.
He said water 
channelled into the 
course comes from other 
drainage courses from 
the north and south, and 
that much of the water 
from the south is due to 
the highways ministry’s 
drainage system on 
Willingdon.
Pease said the north- 
south drainage courses 
on Canora are within 
North Saanich, but the 
collector course is in 
Sidney. Council Feb. 2 





All kinds of fencing 
residential, commercial, 
farm.
"Good Fences Make Good 
Neighbours"









YOUM CROWN LIFE TEAM ON THE 
SAANICH PENINSULA 




(-^Residents of the 
Peninsula
(^Active in Community 
Affairs









• Personal Insurance Planning • Employment Benefit Plans
• Mortgage Insurance •Annuities
• Business Insurance • R.R.S.P./D.P.S.P.
A TEAM OF PROFESSIONALS
OFSELLlHe?











Open Sat. 2-4 
897 Stelly's X Rd.
.v.iiifmlilii mnrld.'iiic 'Imi 
.lul/ 1, ttiaij Movii (iflhi into ihio 
mint condilion hoirir l.iiioo lonriid 
loi Sundor.l' has vinw6 ol Hay Iwn 
liiirtiooins Ufi ami mw down Iwo 
tialhiiiomo, Ucn, liiimiy room. Ho 
ihii lo oiiu lliifi loviily tioiiui,
PiiMd fli ill 1),1)00
Doloret Mlloi 662-2735
THE PERMANENT 477-0141 Pigtr
474
Open Sun. 2-4 
1032 Wavciiey
inv.7„ iinsum.rhlo mmig.rao duo 
Nov 1083 IhishomolainA'I ton- 
diilod — Hold inoido .ind oul 
|■|lalulln|) 3 hedrooms, 3 tialhs, 
don, laidfi me ronm, liKindiy arna 
NicKiiy landscapud and noai all 
mnuniiiu!, Olluiod at $134,000 
Dolortt Mllm C52-273D 
THE PERMANENT 477-0141 Paoor 
474
UP TO PH 70 DISCOUNT ON 
SELECTED NEW & DAMAGED
BOOKS
(including a few ‘‘Wild Flowers 
of the Pacific Northwest”) at Great Savings
Feb. 16th, 17th, 18th 
9 ■ 5 p.m.
GRAY’S rUBLISIlING LTD.
Quolily liooki fum ]Vt\\h'}n Caiiutla
9810 - 4th Street, Sidney
(Behind Reddj;Chef)
SHELTERED FlSHiNG in our SAFE
BOATS — LOW Spring Rates.
BOAT OWNERS -
Scrape & Paint your Hull here
Use of our ways - *20““ per day
UP TO 30 FEET
BRENTWOOD BAY BOAT RENTALS
(Bottom of Verdier, beside Ferry Dock)
Phone 652-1014
Barb’s Vacation 






Departures every Saturday from Vancouver on P.W.A. 
Private Charter.
There is more to do in San Diego than any other ci­
ty. You can choose from golfing, tennis, sightsee­
ing, sports fishing, sailing, dining, dancing, 
horseracing, bullfighting. The list goes on and on!
One or Two Week Packages include accommodation & Air 
Fare. Call Barb at
S’
B ACT* ;





Tan or Blue. Availabfe in B, C, .D, E and 2E: 
widths. Sizes Infant s to Misses 4; ; T "
Andre
Brown or Blue. Available in B, C, D, E and 2E 




formerly Oak Bay Tyke and Teen Shoes
2385 Beacon Ave., Sidney 65G-5822
' In the Driftwood Centro
2215 Oak Bay Ave. 595-1144
Tuos, through Sat. 9:30 - 5:30
for moving local & one way. 
Low Rates.
with officos atirots Canada 
and tho U.S.A.
kyder aimums It's mwest dealer, Brentwood tsso, 
located on the Saanich Penlnstila.
Cut ihiB 
od out and
' iww 10% on locfil ii
ono woy tnicliB for moving.




g W. Saanich Rd
g Brentwood Boy
ffl GS2-3921
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WE HAVE LOWERED THE 
REGULAR RETAIL PRICE 
OF EVERY BEEF ITEM IN 
OUR STORES...
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VERSATILE FIBERGLASS TANKS
o Septic «» Holding o Water
500, 600, 750 gal. custom sizes available
1 ALPHA „ n , n,. II FIBERGLASS l\«FG. CO. ^'''ISnev'ele 5121'
_ Vl PRICE SPECIAL
I 
I





By MICHELLE SCOTT 
Thirty years ago this 
past Saturday, Central 
Saanich fire department 
was formed. On 
February 7, 1951, 86 
men signed up as 
volunteers following a 
meeting of concerned 
citizens, held at the Old 
Orange Hall. Although 
this number later 
dropped to about 30 
men, two of the original
86 are still active 
members — Don Facey 
and Keith Wood.
The group elected 
Harry McNicol as fire 
chief. The department’s 
first vehicle, called Old 
No. 1, was a 1936 
International oil truck 
firefighter they had to 
convert to a fire truck, 
and the department’s 









® WATCH REPAIRS 
® DIAMOND
APPRAISALS
BEACON PLAZA MALL 
Sidney, B.C. 656-6012
The department has 
undergone many 
changes in 30 years — 
there have been six 
chiefs, from McNicol to 
present chief Bruce 
Elvedahl.
The Maber barn fire 
was probably the worst 
in recent memory. It 
broke out Dec. 6, 1973, 
at 6:30 p.m. and took 
some five hours to put 
out. The building and 
contents, including 400 
tons of potatoes, 
carrots, hay and trac­
tors, were totally 
destroyed. One fireman 
went to hospital. The 
flames were so high at 
one point, fire trucks 
were singed, red lights 
on top melted and the 
paint scorched.
To celebrate their 30th 
anniversary, firefighters 
held a party Saturday.
Fire chief Bruce Elvedahl, [left] gets some help from former chiefs. Art Bolster, 
Don Facey and Harry McNichoI at cake cutting ceremonies Saturday. Central 
Saanich volunteer fire department was celebrating 30 years of service to com­






68 xVi'fT" 5 for *3.30
10 for *6.50 
20 for *12.90
THIS WEEKS SPECIAL
Stone Ground Whole Wheat fboo
Reg. 98c ,, , ?:7.r, ...... . ... .NOW ©O each
DEE DUTCH OVEN BAKERY
4466 W. SAANICH RD. 479-6211





Check Our Extensive Paperback Selection
^ Xeroxing Avtninbk
iT '
Royal Oak Centre 
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SENIOR CURLERS




It is believed to be the largest 
organization of its kind in the 
game, but that is important only 
as a statistic. The Victoria Seniors 
Curling Club counts for other and 
better reasons.
This is the silver anniversary for 
the VSCC, which came into being 
in 1956 and has had a remarkably 
stable and successful 25 seasons. 
Since it set up shop at the Victoria 
Curling Club six other curling 
clubs, with combined total of 42 
sheets, have opening in the
Greater Victoria area but the
VSCC roster for the 1980/81
season is 199 names long and
there are members who joined 
after it was in print.
Just how many VSCC members 
there have been in the quarter- 
century of club history can only 
be a guess, but attrition is high 
and the number is considerable. 
Whatever it is, there is no group 
which is a better cross-section of 
country and community than the 
over-60 curlers.
VSCC membership, for in­
stance, denies the thinking (or is it 
the- charge?) that one-time prairie 
■ farmers are mainly responsible for 
.this area’s population growth.
•True, it has been helped 
considerably by escapees from 
Saskatchewan, . Manitoba and 
Alberta, but information gleaned 
.from a VSCC membership check 
;■ is--that A^nnipeg is the, prairie ;v 
community most likely to be 
deserted and that bankers are far 
more likely than farmers to seek 
sanctuary from the rigors which 
make Winnipeg, ^^d the rest of 
the"-Canadian plains country, a 
place not too difficult to leave 
when staying is no longer 
necessary.
The survey took in 200 VSCC 
members, all but a few of them 
still curling and all but four, who 
winter here and return to prairie 
homes when the melt comes, 
permanent residents.
Ohly 29 of them, 14 from this 
area, can be considered bona fide 
British Columbians, by birth or 
early-in-life arrival. That barely 
exceeds eastern Canada’s 28, (all 
but a lone Nova Scotian), from 
Ontario and Quebec, but it didn’t 
match Alberta’s 31, or even the 38 
(out of Manitoba’s 53) who 
owned up lo having arrived from 
Winnipeg.
Saskatchewan, with Saskatoon 
accounting for almost one-third 
of the total, contributed 59 of the 
VSCC 200.
Not all of the group came to 
Victoria to retire. Some came to 
work and stayed on in rellremcnt, 
but the percentage breakdown is 
about the same. Of the 120 VSCC 
members who adopted Victorin as 
their home town after their 60ili 
birthday, 38 are from Manitoba,
36 from Saskatchewan, 15 from 
Alberta, 12 from other B.C. 
communities, 11 from Quebec 
and eight from Ontario.
But it’s the people, not the 
places, that really matter. VSCC 
members, ranging in age from 60 
to 93 years, are a varied group of 
Canada’s remaining pioneers who 
have seen, and made, a lot of 
Canadian history.
They have lived through many 
bad, mahy good and some ugly 
years, and they are indeed an 
interesting lot:
There’s Irvin Lutz, a Penn­
sylvania-born former salesman 
from Edmonton who has been 
curling for 66 years. He didn’t 
become a Victorian until he was 
70 but he has been an active 







kv A ' 4!'^ ' ;
EHcComh^j '; ,'
. , Bl-year-old who started 
curlittft in 1910
seems to suspect that the 
years are starting to tell this 
season but he is still generally 
regarded as the best lead in the 
club — a deadly-on-the-draw 93- 
year-old who seldom misses a 
game.
And Jack McAllister, a born- 
in-Beaver Lake Albertan who 
quarterbacked Edmonton 
Eskimos to an unbeaten league 
season in 1922 while a student at 
the University of Alberta.
Defeat came in the Grey Cup 
game, by 2-11, against Queen’s 
University team which included 
such; fabled football stars as Red 
Batstone and Pep Leadley, but it ■ 
might well have been different if 
the train had been on time instead 
of depositing the Western 
champions in Kingston at 3 a.m. 
ongameday.
However, there was more 
important success after 
graduation, and McAllister was a 
Sun Life Insurance vice-president 
when retirement came 17 years 
ago and enabled him to flee 
Montreal for Victoria and the 
VSCC, which elected him 
president in 1966 and continues to 
benefit from his quiet willingness 
to help gel thirtgs done.
There’s Pat Fletcher, a Vic­
torian who left as a teenager in 
1935 to seek fame and fortune and 
returned in 1976 with both, 
earned as one of Canada’s best- 
cver professional golfers.
Head professional at four golf 
clubs, Including 20 years at North 
America’s oldest, Royal Mon­
treal, he served as president of the 
Canadian Professional Golf 
Association and the Quebec PGA 
and ns a vice-president of the 
USPGA.
Fletcher has played for Canada 
in international matches, is the 
only Canadian to have won the 
Canadian Open championship 
since 1914 and has been inducted 
into the Canadian and Saskat­
chewan Sports Hall of Fame and 
the Royal Canadian Golf 
Association Hall ofFamc.
He started curling when he wa,s 
in Edmonton and became so 
enthused about the game that he 
was a member of both the Nutana 
and Granite Clubs during his 10 
years at the Saskatchewan Golf 
and Country Club and joined 
three clubs during his stay in 
Montreal.
Norm Ycllowlees, a former 
Manitoba Telephone System 
supervisor, helped Winnipeg 
Monurchs win the world hockey 
championship in 1935. A flashy, 
fast-skating forward, he played in 
two Memorial Cup finals, win­
ning with Elmwood Millionaires 
in 1931 but on the losing side a 
year later with the Mnnarchs.
When retirement came, he 
quickly stickhnndlcd out of 
Winnipeg and feels he flashed the 
red light again when he arrived on 
Vancouver Island.
Herb Larson was involved in 
educational publishing in 
baskaioon. ' And also in liguie- 
skating, winning a reign ns 
Western Canada dance champion
and becoming president of the 
Canadian Figure Skating 
Association.
His latest, and most prized, 
accomplishment was being in­
stalled in the Saskatchewan Sports 
Hall of Fame, an honor which ■' 
came a decade after he had glided 
into retirement in Victoria.
And not forgetting Wib Cowie, 
a former member of the defence 
research board who through much 
of his career with the department 
of national defence was concerned 
with the development of military 
equipment for atomic, biological 
and chemical warfare physical 
protection; Bill Riddell, a 79-year- 
old former mechanical engineer 
from Regina who a couple of 
months ago marked his 14th year 
in Victoria by shooting his age at 
the Uplands Golf Club; Eric 
Cousins, an 87-year-old former 
grain-scale • inspector from ■ 
Winnipeg who started curling in 
1910, and 82-year-old Clarence 
Johnson, who . farmed near 
Marin, Alta., until he came to 
Victoria five years ago and then 
took up curling a year later at age
n. •'
There are only nine other 
farmers in the VSCC group, and 
about as many former grain- 
buyers, engineers, insurance men, ' 
servicemen, accbuntants, 
railwaymen and salesmen. But 
there are more merchants, icivil v 
servants^ and, bankers par-a 
■ ticularly bankers.,’ / They coulb 
staff a couple of bfahehes with 
their 26. . '
There are also doctors and 
draughtsmen, dentists and 
foundry-moulders, pharmacists 
and physiologists, welders and 
hospital administrators, authors 
and chemists, newspapermen and 
carpenters, loggers and 
longshoremen, hydrographers 
and electricians, policemen and 
plumbers, postmen and bus 
drivers and pastors and painters.
They have in common their age 
and the old values, and both show 
in how they play the game that has 
drawn them all together.
Despite the vast experience it 
cannot be .said that, as a group, 
they play the game exceedingly 
well. The range of skills is as 
varied as the backgrounds but at 
every level of ability the lone 
constant is inconsistency, and 
wild scores and unexpected re,suits 
arc almost cvery-draw events.
Clarence Johnson 
. , .took up curling at 77
The calibre of curling, however, 
is as good, and often better, than 
could be reasonably e.xpecied 
from any league in which there is 
only one player at the minimum 
60 and the average age is 72.
But while time may have eroded 
their skills and dulled their 
concentration, the oldsters arc a 
keen lot and they enjoy curling
Irvin Lutz
...a deadly-on-the-draw 




... helped Winnipeg 








This week’s a busy 
one at Miracle Lanes 
with Bowl a Million and 
the qualifying round for 
the Queen of the Lanes 
and her two princesses. 
That tournament will be 
held 2 p.m. Saturday 
and 7 p.m. Sunday. 





Credit Union: B. 
Nunn and W. Trip with
759/278 and 661/232, 
respectively.
Ladies League: Flo 
Garner at 702/270: Part 
Henn 667/237, and 
Eileen Uren 647/238.
Tuesday Commercial: 
Marg Lovejoy at 
701/287; M. Hayward 
687/266.
Legion: Lyall Ridell at 
744/262.
Thursday Com­
mercial: R. Broadley 
with 699/242; M. Green 
687/331; Charleen
Fenton 678/243; Wendy 
Croteau 666/268.
Golden Age: Frank 






Juniors — Chris Rangel 
553; April Nunn 476; 
Bantams — Carolyn 
Ager 412; Kevin Roberts 
374; Pee Wees — Tim 
Bewley 237 (2); Kyla 
Craddock 220 (2).
LYKEL & JENNY HOEHSTRA
OF
SiOHlY
iladie / 1 riI L "
AUTHORIZED SALES CENTRE
WOULB LIKE TO SAY
Thmk Ym
TO ALL Wm TOOK PART INMAKim 
Om GRAND OPENING A SUCCESS
■ Winner of the Draw 
for the AM Portable Radio 
MR. MERV HARDER, PENDER ISLAND
- -Cdv'
J . I
Pictured above, Graham Fletcher, manager’of the Royal Bank congratulates Lykef 
at the Open House on January ,29th, / , ; ^
SCT 16 CASSETTE
Cassotto Dock with Dual Capstans and FM Dolbv
"Convenient front-loading design 
•3-position Bias and EQ switches 
•DC Servomotor assures accurate speed
Jack McAllister 
... quarterbacked' 
Edmonton Eskimos to an 
unbeaten league season in 
1922,
bccau,sc they know that what they 
get out of playing Is what they put 
in.
There is fill the natural urge to 
compete and tlie natural urge lo 
win to go along with the need of 
tangible associations.
"It is here," wrote onc-iimc 
club-president Reg Heal in 
compiling un early history of the 
VSCC, "that new friendships arc 
made at the time in life when new 
friendships arc needed.
"The curling, while competitive 
to a point, is not always the 
serious antagonistic game of 
younger men but a wonderful 
opportunity of being together in n 
pleasant atmosphere with a fine 
group of congenial gemkmen of 
senior age and to be occupied In 
the hcnliby exercise of the curling 
game."
OihCLs rniBhl put it more 
simply, but no matter how it's 
said, there is a reassuring in- 
dornilablllty about what the 
senior curlers pul into and take 
out Ol (heir gtuiics, It’s what 
games were really meant to be 
about,
•Roalistic STA 95 AM/FM 
Storoo Rocelvor. 45 watts I 
RMS per channel. 
30-20,000 Hz response (or 
a full range of sound. Add 
throo tape docks. With 
3-way dubbing, 31-2082 
•Two OPTIMUS® T-1001 
tower speakers. Two long- 
throw 8" woofers and 3" 
high-compllanco: tweeter -1 
lor oxcellenl roproductlon. | 





Radio /haek AUTHORIZED DEAI FR
2496 BEACON AVE. 656-5771
!■ ■■
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If you’re up and coming, 
proper form counts. 
Asklbm.
He fills outthe UI Record of Employment 
perfectly every time 
an employee parts company.
When you’re in good company, stay in good form.
Tom is the personnel and finance man for a medium-size 
company. And he knows that one of his responsibilities is to 
fill out a UI Record of Employment form every time an 
employee has an interruption in earnings. He knows that if 
he doesn’t get it right the first time, he may have to do it 
again. So Tom took the time to get the booklet “How to 
Complete the Record of Employment” from his nearby 
Canada Employment Centre.
Leaving in good form.
The Record of Employment is one way we can make sure no 
one gets short-changed and no one gets overpaid. This saves time and money lor 
everyone involved. Tom found out that the most common mistake is in reporting the 
“Insurable Ea: nings”. Insurable earnings are not necessarily the same as payroll 
earnings. Because Ibm fills out the ROE accurately, ex-employees don’t have to come 
back to him for changes. And neither do we.
It’s just good business to be in good form.
At Unemployment Insurance, we process about 4,000,000 Records of Employment 
every year. Last year, employer mistakes in filling out the form cost at least $125,000,000 
in overpayments. Plus the cost of recovering those overpayments and penalizing or 
prosecuting.










I Record of 
Employment.




If performance in the provincial final can be 
taken as a criterion, Barry McPhee and his 
Kamloops combination of Robert Kuroyama, 
Brian Eden and Grant Young have to be rated a 
chance to bring British Columbia a third 
Canadian men’s curling championship.
McPhee and his rink dominated the Labatt 
Tankard playdown at Prince George during the 
weekend, going unbeaten through the eight-rink 
double-knockout competition. They were handy 
winners in all five games, outscoring their op­
ponents 43-16.
It was only the fifth win, the first since 1975, in 
the last 16 years for a rink from the B.C. Curling 
Association, but this time BCCA rinks were 
clearly superior to the quartet from the Pacific 
Coast Curling Association.
McPhee won the “A” side by bouncing three­
time B.C. champion Bernie Sparkes of ’Vancouver
7- 2, Victoria’s Rob Cummings 11-2 and Tony 
Eberts of Kamloops 9-3. Then “B” side was won 
with victories over 1979 B.C. champion Glen 
Pierce of Vancouver, by 10-6, and Bert Gret- 
zinger of Kelowna, by 6-2.
Sparkes, seeking a 10th trip to the Brier, and 
Jim Gallaugher of Victoria, were ousted in two 
games. Sparkes’ second loss was inflicted by Pete 
Sherba of Prince George while Gallaugher lost to 
Eberts and Gretzinger. Cummings opened with an
8- 5 win over Sherba and was edged 6-5 by 
Gretzinger after being dropped into the “B” 
event by McPhee.
McPhee and his rink, all making their first 
appearance in the Canadian final, will try for the. 
Brier Tankard in Halifax March 1-8.
Following successful feed pass from Duncan Pollen, Brent 
Stetchman unleashes tremendous shot toward Shelbourne 
Plaza goal. Peninsula won Saturday morning division 7 





AND BENEFIT AT THE 
SAME TIME!
DO YOU HAVE A TREE 
OR TREES TO BE
CUT DOWN?
CALLUS









stretched its unbeaten 
string to eight games 
Saturday with a 5-0 
whitewashing of Gorge 
“Canadians. The victory 
was also the Rover’s 
fifth in a row and 
boosted them into.:, sole 
■possession of second 
spot in division 7D.
Mark Putter paced the 
locals with a hattrick, 
but it was skipper Jimmy 
Cameron who opened 
the scoring, and Tony
nnsninii
AFFLUNCE CENTSE
2449’B BEACON AVE. (Behind Suntime Yachts)
2-5 PJ. PRE-GRAND OPENING SPECIALS
AVAILABLE NOW
Near New MOFFAT GOURMET SELF-CLEANING OVEN, Coppertone 
Finish, Excellent Condition. $250.00
- COME IN AND LOOK AROUND-
Sonosky who added the 
final goal in the easy 
victory.
Midfield play • was 
dominated by halfbacks 
Anthony Everett, Ian 
Caldwell and Cameron, 
while fullbacks David 
Monnette and • Tim 
By ford held strong on all 
breakthroughs, in­
cluding a goal line 
clearance by Byford.
Craig Haftner played 
a good game in goal, and 
Peter Buitendyk worked 
hard on offence.
Meanwhile, last week 
Anthony Everett’s last- 
minute goal sparked 
Rovers to a 2-1 win over 
Peninsula Leopards. It 
was a come-from-behind 
win for the Rovers, after 
Leopards’ Marc Rinfret 
scored on a breakaway 
goal midway through the 
second half.
It wasn’t until lO 
minutes later that 
Rovers tied the score of 
Jimmy Cameron’s 
marker.
League standings as of 
Feb. 7.
GREAT REDUCTIONS 
. ON OUR 
7r f DISPLAY SHOWROOM 





OPEN 9-b Mon. ■ Sal.
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JOE HE DON was the leading precentage 
driver in North America in 1980, making it five 
times in the last nine years that either Hudon or 
Keith Linton has topped the continent . . . 
meanwhile, harness-racing has been firmly 
established in the province with the Cloverdale 
mutuel average likely to top $400,000 this year 
and new grandstand facilities at Sandown likely 
to put the summer-long meeting there in the 
black. The new Cloverdale high, set last Satur­
day, is $557,009 . . . with health costs out of hand 
and cutbacks threatened, isn’t it about time that 
government should designate lottery profits for 
hospital construction instead of doling it out for 
political points to organizations in sum not nearly 
as necessary as improved health care . . . anyone 
who has followed sports at all has always been 
aware that corruption has always flourished in 
boxing — and never more so than in the past 10 or 
15 years. That makes laughable that breathless 
story that the U.S. Federal Bureau of 
Investigation has determined there is evidence 
“indicating that corruption is beginning to 
flourish again in boxing.” The next FBI discovery 
could be that there is evidence that organized 
crime has been involved in betting ... a state 
senator has introduced legislation which would 
make University of Nebraska football players 
state employees, making them eligible for work­
men’s compensation and pension benefits. It 
sounds ridiculous but it can also be called 
realistic, for in a sense that is what those college 
professionals are . . . when Mike Liul emerged as 
perhaps the best goalkeeper in the NHL, it was 
only a matter of time before his team would be 
referred to as the St. Liut Blues . . . and then 
there was an article in a Victoria publication 
which informed that “The sport of archery has 
come a long way since William Tell sliced an 
apple off his son’s head, but the object is still 
pretty much the same.” . . .
4r ★ *
THERE IS no profession which gives a better 
chance to learn about people and things than 
coaching, and worth passing on are some of the
observations and conclusions made by basket­
ball’s Red Hoizman -
“A broad-beamed bus-driver is a good bus- 
driver;
“Never get your hair cut by a bald-headed 
barber. He has no respect for your hair;
“Never take medical advice from a waiter;
“Never talk about money with your wife at 
night when you’re going lo bed;
“It’s not hard to get up early in the morning 
when you have no place to go.”
And hockey’s Fred Shero, who may be 
remembered longer for his philosophies than his 
coaching -
“Always behave like a duck - calm and 
unruffled on the surface and paddle like hell 
underneath;
“Take the shortest route to the puck-carrier, 
and arrive in an ill humor;
“Experience is the name we give our mistakes;
“The only people not under stress are dead;
“Temptation rarely comes in working hours. 
It’s in their leisure time that men are made or 
marred;
“It’s what you learn after you know it all that 
counts;
“To avoid criticism say nothing, do nothing, be 
nothing.”
it it it
OAKLAND RAIDERS have had three coaches 
in the last 14 years, and John Rauch, John 
Madden and Tom Flores all led their team to the 
Super Bowl . . . when it comes to coaches, 
goalkeeper Jim Rutherford, now with Toronto 
Maple Leafs, may have an individual record by 
having played for 12 'different ones in his nine 
NHL seasons . . . Los Angeles Dodgers will take 
in about $4 million from radio and television 
rights this year (if there isn’t a player strike) and 
can expect upwards of two and a half million 
paying customers but they feel it was necessary to 
boost ticket prices. It is only a matter of time 
before ridiculous salaries reverse things for 
baseball, which may have already peaked in 
popularity ... a half-century of watching sport 
has brought the conclusion that fans who are the 
quickest to charge “choke” when there is failure 
in a clutch situation are the most likely to falter 
under pressure . . . there must have been a 
misprint in the report informing that city taxes on 
New York’s Madison Square Garden are more 
than $25 million. That’s more than the two 
principal tenants, hockey’s New York Rangers 
and basketball’s New York Knickerbockers, total 
in gate receipts . . . it’s beginning to look as if 
Bernie Sparkes will miss out on his bid to lie 
Garnet Campbell in the matter of playing in the 
Canadian men’s curling final. B.C. competition is 
getting tougher and the blond ex-Albertan is 
getting older. He may have to settle for nine Brier 
appearances, and Campbell’s 10 could stand for 
many more years . . . holes-in-one are no longer a 
rarity but the one made by Mar>' Kent in 1980 
remains as probably the most amazing ace on 
record. She made it on a 170-yard hole at West 
Palm Beach using a five-iron, and that’s not at all 
bad for a 97-pound 90-year-old . . . broadcaster 
Curt Gowdy is well known for things like “his 
future is ahead of him” and “he was originally 
born in” . . . but that doesn’t quite match Casey 
Stengel, who once said when asked about an old 
friend that “He’s dead at the present time.”
Peninsula Sharks ciraw
Jerry Cross’ second 
half goal on a pass from 
Alasdair Campbell lifted 
Peninsula Sharks into a 
2-2 draw with Juan de 
Fuca in division eight 
soccer action over the 
weekend.
Sharks had taken a 
early 1-0 lead on a goal 
by Mike Palamar, who 
was set up by Westley 
Nelson. But Juan de 
Fuca came back with 
two goals of their own 





Cowichan 6-1 in Tier 11 
Midget Rep hockey play 
Sunday, getting goals 
from six different 
players.
Blair Philp, Murray 
Harper, Jeff Shaw, Rob 
Montgomery, Rick 
Puckett and Peter 
Claassen connected for 
the locals. Jim Townley 
set up four goals, while 
Montgomery assisted on 
three. Other assists went 
to Greg Spicer, Dan 
Girard, Tim Shumka, 
Paul Wallace, and 
Claassen.
John Hieta scored the 
lone Lake Cowichan 
marker, while Blair 
Philp was in the penalty 
box.
Second half play was 
very even, though after 
the Cross marker Sharks 
continued lo press for 
the winning goal. Steven 
Shand played one of his 
better games and just 
missed the winning goal 
as his shot missed the net 
by only six inches. 
Sharks were also given a 
penally kick late in the
game but couldn’t 
convert it.
Nelson played a 
strong game on both 
offence and defence, 
while first-year player 
Tawn Marriott showed 
marked improvement. 
Jordan Campbell and 
Blair Philpott also 
played well for the 
locals.
Sidney Freight Flyers tightened its alreac 
strong grip on first place in Sidney men’s 
recreational hockey league standings Feb. 3 with a 
17-2 shellacking of Shelbourne Texaco.
Freight leads the league with 38 points in 21 
games, with just four games left in regular season 
play. The only other team within striking distance 
is Weathergard with 29 points in 21 games.
The top four teams qualify for playoff action, 
which begins March I, and so far it appears 
Freight, Weathergard, Travelodge and Sidney 
'Hotel have locked up post-season playoff spots.
Fifth-place, Shelbourne: Texaco has just 1 
points — eight back of fourth-place Hotel and 
will need a near-miracle to beat out Hotel fort 
fourth and final playoff position.
Meanwhile, in last week’s action, Tom Brooks 
fired six goals and Avie Stubbingtdn added four 
more to lead Freight to the 17-2 victory.
The next day Travelodge Golden Bears dumped 
last-place Royal Oak Inn 7-4, behind Mike 
Miller’s two-goal performance. Dale Tweedhope, 
Brian Coward, Brock Dennison, Gord Bridges 
and Ron Russell each added singles.
Finally in the game of the week, Hotel downed 
Weathergard 5-2 in something of an upset.
Rinfert
Top 20 Scorers osofFeb^ 19B1 Team Standings as of Feb. 7
SIDMEY MEAT MAHICET
f 7S6 - 2!ici Street 656-7S3S
ALL OUR MEAT IS AGED, GRAIN-FED, GUARANTEED, CANADA “A’
NAME O.A. Pts TEAM
1. Rob Smith 35 25 60 Sidney Freight
2. AvIeStubbington 2S 28 56 Sidney Freight
3. Rick Vincent 27 28 55 Weathergard
4. Tom Brooks 28 22 50 Sidney Freight
5. Dbryl Readings 23 27 50 Weathergard
6; Chris Cheadle 20 23 43 .. Hotel Sidney ,
7. Brian Coward 18 20 38 Travelodge
. 1 : 8. Kerry Lewis 15 23 38 Sidney Freight ■; ■
9. DaleTweedhopo 14 23 37 Travelodge
10. Jim Pickering n 25 36 Weathe/^ard
11. AAikoMiller 18 16 34 Travelodge
12. Dove Williams , IJ 22 33 , Weathergard
13. Don Sparling 21 11 32 ' " Hotel Sidney
14. Ken Horbury 15 15 30 Hotel Sidney,
15. Rost Anderson 14 15 29 Sidney Freight;
16. Dave Sparling 7 21 28 Sidney Freight
17. Don Gowon 13 14 27 Hotel Sidney
18. Jim Humphries 5 21 26 Sidney Freight
19. Tom Hasker 11 14 25 Royal Oak









































SIDE BACON ........ . . ib.^1^®
ENGLISH STYLE iANGEBS
$179CHICKEN LEGS FROZEN .... ... .... .. .. .ib.^l
FREE2SR PACKS AVAILABLE 
I Weight loss in cutting, boning and trimming will increase prices per pound.
!:|Ml! in niis| tl! jli
111 111 III III
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GREAT SAVINGS AT TWO GREAT STORES
scores
again
Marc Rinfert’s goal 
lifted the Peninsula 
Leopards lo a 1-0 victory 
over Gordon Head 
Mayfair Glass in 
division 7C soccer action 
over the weekend.
Rinfort's goal was his 
fourth in a row and he 






AN ADDITIONAL 15% OFF 
ON ALL SALE PRICED ITEMS
SPRING STOCK mims DRILY!
including nylon 
Jackets from *9”








I ON SELECTED 
I LINES OF




Town Square Shoes 
2475 Beacon 656-7331
lill l IP’ 1I HiMPM N pMPni i I ’i




SAT., FED. 21st is
'' LADIES' NIGHT
Tlclicls nvullflblo at Front Couiitor 
THE VICTOlilA AIKPORT
tpWHWHffgMlWIir ff
2280 Boacon Av©. 656-1176
THE COST IS THE SAME
TO YOU
Whether you buy your Autoplan decals 
and plates at the Motor Vehicle Branch or 
from your local ICBC Agent listed below.
For Friendly, Efficient Service and Advice, 
let Donald and Tom Sparling look 
after your Autoplan renewal.
OPEM SATURDAYS 10 a.m. - S p.m.
, Real Estate Ltd.
2489 Beacon Avo., Sidney, B.C.
Tel. 656-5511
SERVING SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH SINCE 1925.
RFNfl CHARTERS
Im iinlll NON-STOP FROM VICTORIA
3, 4 OR 7 NIGHTS
FLIGHTS AVAILABLE BETWEEN MARCH 15/81 
AND APRIL 30/81.
(OTHER DATES AVAILABLE FROM VANCOUVER.)
ROY SALONIN
Exocutivo Director
THREE NIGHT WEEKENDER $^|;c|
PER PERSON (TWIN) Irom CON
HOLIDAY INCLUDES:
•All Iranslors from tho Rono Airport lo your hotol and vlco-vorsa, 
•Hotel accommocaflon,
•Casino packaoos,
•Casino lours and slght-soolno In tho Rono area,
•Some breakfasts and buffols,
•Reduced price moal vouchers.
•Services of Silver Wing reprosontativos while in Rono,
•Nevada stale hofol tax of 6%,
COLLEEN MILLIGAN
Trowel ConnuHnnt Hurry! SoatB are IlmItedI
TRAVEL AGENCY
2468 8EAC0N AVE. 658-0138
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YOUR PROFESSIONAL 
BARBER & HAIRSTYLIST
EXPERIENCED IN CONVENTIONAL 
AND MODERN HAIRSTYLING 
PERMS (BODY WAVES), COLOURING 
AT THE NEW
nflARINA COURT on 2nd Street







edged Lakehill Buckle 
Electric 1-0 Saturday in 
division 7A soccer. 
Keeper Paul McIntyre 
made several key saves 
and received good 
support from his defence
to preserve the shutout.
John Irving, Lee 
Robson and John 
McCartney all played 
well on defence, while 
James Redfern led the 
attack and scored the 
only goal of the game.
Parkland captures 
invitational toimiey
HOP ON THE BUS
mmi mm m
WHY?
to pick up jour 
i98i licence plate decals 
and insurance
FOR QUICK AND EFFICIENT 
SERVICE - YOUR t STOP IS
HdUDOPmOLlE LTD.
Avoid lineups by coming in early. If you are going to be out of town, don’t worry, 
we can take care of it — and please remember — bring your driver’s licence and 
postal code number.
The cost is the same whether you leal through your local insurance agent or the 
Motor Vehicle Office. We arrange appointments for your convenience.
Peninsula Pecreatlcin
1885 Forest Park Drive
2444 Beacon Ave. 6584154 Sidney
(We will be open Saturdays during February)
They say revenge is sweet. If that’s the case, 
then Parkland senior girls basketball squad 
should have overdosed on sugar Saturday night 
after beating Stelly’s 52-44 to capture the first 
annual Stelly’s Invitational Basketball Tour­
nament.
The win was PEnkland’s second in three 
meetings with Stelly’s this year. They won the 
first game handily, but dropped the second as 
Stelly’s toughened its defence and found some 
holes in the Parkland defence.
But the third game — Saturday’s tourney final 
— was all Parkland’s as the North Saanich school 
dominated throughout.
Behind Kelly Hunter’s 24-point performance. 
Parkland opened up a commanding lead (20 
points at one time) and never looked back. Nancy 
Duncan added 13 points for the winners.
Lorna Mosher topped all Stelly’s scorers with 
16 points. Coach Peter Mason said Parkland’s 
whole team played well, and Hunter was 
“superb”. Mason said Parkland adjusted better 
after losing to his squad earlier in the year.
Hunter was named the tournament’s most 
valuable player. Mosher and Heather Gill of 
Stelly’s were named to the all-star team, while 





(Sorry, “Antiques’’ excluded, however 
many are marked down for our Valentine 
Special.)
SALE INCLUDES APPLIANCES, 
LIVING & DINING RM. FURNITURE
(2372 Beacon 656-36213
team. They were joined by Spectrum’s Sharon 
Gale and Victoria High’s Cue Miles.
Parkland opened the tournament with a 77-21 
victory over Port Hardy with Hunter grabbing 23 
points and Poole 16 points. They beat Spectrum 
— a AA school in the semi-finals 65-55. Hunter 
again hit double figures — 24 points.
Meanwhile, Stelly’s opened with a 104-8 victory 
over Port McNeil in what Mason called “a total 
mismatch”. Lorraine Clooney and Shelley 
'Woolford were top scorers with 18 and 16 points, 
respectively.
Stelly’s then clubbed Vic High in the semi­
finals 62-41, making up for a 31-28 loss to the 
same club earlier this season. Heather Gill not­
ched a game-high 23 points.
In league play Stelly’s moved into first place 
ahead of Parkland with a 50-25 victory over 
Reynolds Thursday. Ina Underwood netted 16 
points to lead the locals.
At the same time. Parkland dropped only its 
second league game this season, a 55-51 loss to 
Dunsmuir to fall into second spot. Coach Marg 
Mainwaring said her club just didn’t play as a 
team. The loss puts Parkltuid’s league record at 
five wins against two losses, while Stelly’s has six 




Sailing Club Results 
Jan. 1/81 - 8 miles
1- PACIFIC GOLD 
^ BOUDOCCA 
3- CAL-LORRl 
Mr ST; SHAMROCK 
'5- DYSTOCIA; " .
Racing Starts Sat:, Feb. Tth 
Long Distance Sidney Channel Series
6 - TEMENOS
7 - WINDLESS 11
8 - MADELEINE
9 - PACIFIC LADY 
10 - ■VAGRANT' "





This week we would like to remind all those avid sports 
fishermen (and women) that this is your column: We 
would like to hear about any problems or unique ways of 
solving them: Whenever you land a good catch please drop 
us a line at The Review, c/o Fishing Tips, Box 2070, 
Sidney. Be sure to let us know details such as the spot the 
catch was made and at what depth. Also: type and colour 
of lure, what tackle you used, if you were^ drift fishing,;: 
trolling, mooching, or using a down rigger,:etc., and oL 
course the size and species of your catch. We’ll even men­











ether depth sounders 
available at reduced 
prices.
TSEHUM STERNDRIVE LTD.
Factory Authorized Repair Shop for
meTCfui/er. OMG
ALSO VOLVO RSPAIRS
* Spring Service on Drive * Engine Rebuilt
*Tune Up * Hydraulic Trim Tabs
'New & Rebuilt Sterndrive * Fresh Water Cooling Kits
* Re-Power — Spring Special —
One Full Year Warranty when we rebuild your engine or drive
6564221
2075 Tryon Rd., Sidney open 7 days a Week
at Westport tiarina Mon.-Fri. 9-5 Sat.-Sun.9-2
Cam® Co¥@ Marina Ltd.
GALLEY SLAVES!
GET YOURSELF 
INTO HOT WATER 
Give your skipper a 
new hot water system 
for Valentine’s Day 
$50 Voucher available 
at









Brought to you through the courtesy of
/,h&h whvU marine
new and used, » sail and power
656-7286 10431 Rcsthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven)
FULFORD HARBOUR
Times Shown arc “Standurd Times”
TEAL
18' Plank Boat, with 1 inch 
Cedar, 4 cyl, Gray Marine in­
board, Sounder. Radio. Down 




“WvrhI's Itin/liiwr ihvh'r" 
20’75 I'ryon Kd., Sidney
656-5832
niM
We are a happy crew who arc proud of what wo build: Pacific Pilot 21 and 
Pacific Pilot 27, SKOOKUW Salty, SKOOKUM Sailor, and SKOOKUM Sealer 
Dinghies: 7’, 8‘/2', 9' & Rowing sculls
SEE US AT THE VANCOUVER INTERNATIONAL BOAT SHOW - 
FEB. 6-15 incL, BOOTH NO. 826 FORUMpsiiiii
J mnw
Date Time Ft. Time Ft. Time
I'cb. 12TIUI, (K)05 8,9 WOO 8.0 1010
Fob. IJITi. 0200 9,5 0540 8.9 1055
Feb. 14,Sat. 0310 10.1 0710 9.2 1145
Feb. 15 Sun. 0410 10.6 0825 9.3 1240
l-'eb, 16 Moil, 0440 10.9 0930 9.0 1340
I'cb. 17Tue. 0520 II.O 1015 8.6 1440
















Due to activity on resale boats we are short of listings and have clients in­
terested in purchasing. Listings of all sizes required.
Canoe Cove Yacht Sales
656-5711
V tl I '/■, I 'I ,.■( /
2300 Canoo Cove Road 




Omft 18” SKOOKUM SALTY
SKOOKUM:MANlJFACTU!LlNG LTD.
2072 Henry Ave., Sidney 656-7311 or 656-7l»64 
Open Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.'* 6 p.m.:
, ' II III. IP '.r.^1/' ^
Marine Service
•NOW IS THE TIME to bring your boat to us for winter 
servicing
•Dry land storage and haul outs 
•AuthorlMd repair shop for
Johnson, OMC, Volvo, Morcruisor 
’ •Allspeed Aluminum Trailer at clearance prices.
10134 McDonald Park Rd. 
Sidney 656-7023
m
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Pete Harrison
Know Yoiar Firemen
Pete Harrison has been with Sidney volunteer, 
fire department for two years. Born in Van­
couver, Pete attended peninsula schools and is 
currently working for the town’s waterworks 
department.
His most vivid memory as a fireman — and the 
most difficult emergency he has yet experienced 
— was responding to an ambulance call when a 
young cyclist was killed after being in collision 
with a truck.
Pete’s hobbies are hockey and cars. He and 




Peggy Carlson, assisted 
by Grand Manager 
Florence Bacon and 
Grand Senior Ruby 
McGowan, installed 
officers of the Pythian 
Sisters, Victory Temple 
No. 36, Sidney in a Jan. 
27 ceremony.
Executive for 1981 
includes: Doreen
Walders, past chief; 
Stella Lumley, most 
excellent chief; Mary 
Armstrong, excellent 
senior; Peggy Carlson, 
excellent junior; Agnes • 
Johnson, manager;




Marjorie Smith, guard; 




received her past chief 
pin and certificate. 
Victory Temple No. 36 
thanks Sisters from 
Capital City No. 35 and 
-Island Temple No. 8 for 
their help. D.D.G.C. 
Beatrice Erickson made 
her official visit to the 
temple.
MAUn NOKA OI
(Mauii is the best)
By CYNTHIA FRASER 
[Grade 10 student]
The best place to have a summer holiday is 
Maui. 1 like it because when we go there we 
stay at a place called Puamana, that’s in a 
small town called Lahaina, nearly halfway 
round the island. My grandparents have a 
three-bedrd()m, one-floor condominium right 
on the beach. There’s a cool, grey cement 
patio just outside sliding glass doors that face 
the ocean. In front of the patio is a small, 
green lawn. The grass is sharp and sometimes 
hurts your feet. Finally comes the hot, 
smooth, golden sand, and the warm, clear, 
green ocean.
1 wake up early each morning and make a 
quick breakfast of toast, raspberry jam and a 
hot cup of tea. 1 usually go outside and sit 
under the hot sun. My mom is usually up 
about 7:30 so 1 sit with her.
During the day 1 go swimming in the ocean 
or crystal clear pool. 1 like to body surf in the 
ocean except when a huge wave breaks on top 
of you and you feel like you’re drowning, 
when actually you’re only in about three in­
ches of salt water. Sometimes our family packs 
a delicious picnic lunch of cold chicken, red 
plums, crispy, carrots and celery sticks and top 
it off with some cool, refreshing, lemonade.
We usually go to Fleming’s beach. The surf 
is very calm, therefore it is ideal for snorkling. 
My sister and 1 share a surfboard to rest on 
while we have our heads below the surface of 
the water. If we don’t rest on the board, you 
can find us underwater poking around the 
beautifully designed coral reefs, or chasing 
brilliantly colored schools of fish from their 
hiding places.







2046 Keating Cross Rd. 
652-1121
Halleakala. We went there one morning to 
watch the sunrise. We had to get up at 2 a.m. 
to get there by 5 a.m. The road to the top is a 
narrow, long and twisting ride. It goes right 
through a grove of Eucalyptus trees that have 
a heavenly perfume. My mother loves them.
We reached the top just as the orange ball 
was beginning to rise from the horizon. 
Almost immediately the dark black of night 
was shattered by brilliant oranges, reds and 
yellows spitting out of the early morning sun. 
The silver ferns seemed to glow even more 
brightly against the sun. After the sun had 
risen we headed down through what we called 
cattle country to a small restaurant where they 
make the best French toast and strawberry and 
whipped cream pancakes.
We also went to a place called Twin Falls, 
and to the Seven Sacred Pools. Twin Falls is 
near the Seven Sacred Pools and an excellent 
place to swim. Our family hiked up a cow path 
a bit and found a hidden pool. It was 
surrounded on one side by a rock cliff and 
jungle on all others. We approached by the 
cliff side so, to get to the water, we had to 
climb down the sheer cliff then jump into the 
deep, clear pool.
I like going there because the pond is hidden 
by the lush jungle growth and the sheer rock 
cliff. Seven Sacred Pools was okay too, but I 
enjoyed Twin Falls mUch better. The Sacred 
Pools are just that — seven pools formed in 
the rocks. This is where the king and his wife 
would swim in the olden days.
You can probably see why 1 like Maui so 
much. 1 hope you get a chance to see it asT 
have.
In closing, I leave you with “Maui Noka 















#2 Hanger - Victoria ini Airport 656-4522
Solar energy 
conference
Did you know that 
Victoria receives more 
hours of sunshine per 
year than any othei 
place in B.C.? Except 
Cranbrook. But how 
many builders and 
designers in Victoria 
look at the sun as a 
potential energy source?
The answer is 
amazingly low — about 
one per cent. Thai’s why 
it’s essential for Vic­
torians lo find out more 
about solar energy. That 
opportunity has arrived 
in Victoria’s first-ever 
Solar Energy Con­
ference to be held Feb. 
14 at the University of 
Victoria. Register now 
by calling 477-6911, 
local 4803.
The conference is 
sponsored by the en­
vironmental studies 




617 CHATHAM ST. 











at 9843 - 2nd Street
(MARINA COURT)




SATUI^DAY, FEB. i4 
11 a.nt.-S p.m. 
PANORAMA LEISURE CENTRE
Peninsula Midget Rep. Team. Donations
TROUBLED BY HIGH 
PRICES?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
j-
• Very reasonable 
rates for downtown
® Mostly with full kitchens 
at no extra cost
I'ree parking
o Rcsonablc weekly, monthly 
& family rates
For brochure (wJ reservatiotis trhk:
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL







DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
JTHURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00-5:30
Homo of SUPER tBavIngai
Prices Effective: in Downtown Sidney 
FEB. 11, 12, 13 & 14 Across from Sidney Hotel
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
MORE CHANGE 
FROM YOUR
J emm CR. R BEEF
^ Ik RIB STEAKS..... u.2^®
BEEF STEW. ..lb. 1”
SPARE RIBS ....... lb.
CRNADR m FRESH PORK
||l|% IbOSTON style SHOULDER
®|^ /butt ROAST.. . . . . ,,ib,l“®















ORJINfSE JUICE 12 UI... 
STRMBEititlES H.
1291 GINGER ALE
*»• *«• I CRISCO
.79 shortening
JL I WISH LIQUID
000 LAUNDRY.b
Ov I KRAfT '
DINNER
^^^Ikelloco












COLD MEAT 17.. 700
Bologna, Chicken, Mac & Cheese . m 
SCHNEIDERS
MEAT PIE... 7fio





























OZ. . . . . . .
■W
rot
VIVA PAPERTOWELS 2 mi.
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SparlingAGENCIES 




Marina on your doorstep. 
One bedroom con­
dominium with approx. 780 
sq. ft. Drapes, fridge, 
stove, and W/W carpets. 
$45,0(H)





Lovely 2 bedroom split level 
home across the road from 
the beach. Some seaviews. 
Ideal for retirement home. 





Almost 'A acre level and 
cleared, within sight of Pat 
Bay Highway. New sub­
division with all services. 




Are you thinking of selling? 
Give us a call and we will 
proyide a comparative 





















3 bedroom full basement 
family home in Saanichton. 
Living room, kitchen and 
eating area take advantage 
of the pretty seaview. 2 
fireplaces. $29,000. 1st 








1000 Go* I SI 38i B124
Help Wanted Home Services
GET PACKED!
I’m sold out again. Call 
now for an up-to-date 









Close to beach access, this 
unique 3 or more bedroom 
(master has ensuite) home can 
be entirely heated by two 
wood-burning stoves. Living 
room & den on upper level af­
ford great sea views. Large lot 
can be duplex zoned. 
Exclusive.
For appointment to view call:
BARBARA BUTLER 




PART TIME ADMINISTRATIVE 
ASSISTANT required for a film 
making company. Ideal job for a 
former executive secretary. Please 
reply to Box "O'’ The Sidney Review, 
P.O. Box 2070, Sidney, V8L 355. 2393- 
6_________________________________
MECHANIC maintain track and tiro 
machinery, recreational subdivision, 
sawmill, nice shop. Lake, near 
Pemberton, B,C. Three hours Van­
couver. Box 220 Pemberton, B.C. VON 
2L0. Phone 112-984-0829. Salary 
negotiable. na-6
CAREEr'o^RTUNITY in South West
Weekly Tabloid. Self starter required 
to cover ail focets of editorial and 
mokeup. Send resume to Box 178, 
B.C.Y.C.N.A. #1004-207 West 
Hostings Street, Vancouver. B.C. V6B 
1H7.'na-6 
PRESSMAN. Experienced offset 
Pressman required. Letterpress, 
Darkroom experience on asset. 
SERVICE TECHNICIAN. Experience 
with copiers ond electronic cosh 
registers. SALES REPRESENTATIVE. 
We require an aggresive well 
organized person. This person must 
be ambitious and self-motivated. 
Applicants for the above positions to 
contoct manoger, See-moore Printing 
and Stationery, P.O. Box 460. 
Smithers, B.C. VOJ 2N0.n^6
AGGRESSIVE COMPETENT 
MECHANIC by Progressive and 
growing service centre. Experience 
in outboards and motorcycles an 
asset. Contact Trac and Troil 
Equipment. Box 3100, Smithers, VOJ 
2N0. Phone 112-847-9405. na-6
AVON
To Buy or Sell
Territories available




9773 - 5th St. 
656-5541
The largest one stop Equipment 
Rental Yard on the Saanich 
Peninsula. Authorized dealer for 
TORO, LAWNBOY and 
SNAPPER.




JIM REID BUYS MILITARY MEDALS.
Badges, uniforms, old postcords, 
tins, bottles, ottic junk, anything old, 
interesting. Poy cash. Write P.O. Box 





E.xperienceci instructor, well-schooled horses 
Adult or childrens lessons Saturday ano 
weekday atiernoons
652-9844
BRING YOUR REPAIRS and mending in 
to The Busy Bee in our new expanded 
premises next to the Bank of Nova Scotia. 
Expert alterations at reasonable prices. 
“Big Or Small We Do Them All.” Phone 
656-2544. 1807-tl
727-2643 evenings. (2389-6)
FEBRUARY 14TH. Basement sale. Lots 
oi intorobting items, books, kitchen 
utensils, lamps, end tables, 18 cu. ft. 
vertical freezer. Many miscellaneous 









Owner Wilf Dorman gives per­
sonal attention to all orders. 
Phone 656-4754
FLOOR INSTALLATIONS






1968 DAT5UN PICKUP. Handy
transportation, 95,COO miles. Good 
engine. 5950. 656-6190. 2418-6
1967 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE. 51,300. 
656-2074 . 2409-6
77 FORD TON PICKUP. PS. PB. 4 
speed. Excellent condition. $4,900. 
656-5827. 2412-6
UNFORSEEN EVENTS COMPEL up
Island family to part with two much 
loved dogs. The mole is a 7 year old 
neutered Staffordshire Bull Terrier, 
block in colour with gold trim. The 
female is an American Pit Bull, 4 
years old, silver brindle. Good home 
essential for one or both these 
creatures. Pleose phone George 
Howard at 656-6882. 2407-6
CHICKS. Brown egg loyers, white egg 
layers, moot birds. Order early - ship 
anywhere. Nopier Chick sales, 6743 - 






EARN FREE NEEOLECRAFT KITS
See our Denutilui 1981 calalogue. Needle­
point, crev.-el, eniproidery, lalcd hook. For 
lurlher informaiion. 652-5724.
MINI STORAGE LOCKERS. Every size 




English-Frencfi or French-English, Very 





















Be sure to view these two 





[Turn right at Tryon Road 
off Pat Bay Hwy]
, No picture will justify what 
you’ll find in this quality- 
plus, three level split abode, 
with its bright corner 
location, and well placed in- 
ground swimming pool.
BRENTWOOD BAY FURNISHED UNITS: 
kitchenettes, dishes, cable T.V. Free park­
ing. maid service. Available weekly or 
monthly. Sandown Motel. 652-1551.
1541-tf
SIDNEY PRIME RETAIL SPACE 
available, from 495 sq. ft. to 7.0IX) sq. 
ft. Will adapt to suit tennant. 479- 
0990. 2316-7
NEW, 3 bedroom house in Sidney, 
fireplace, fridge and stove. Full 
unfinished basement, close to 
elementary school, no pets, lease 
and references required. $650 per 
month. Available April 1st. 656-5531 






WILL TRADE Sidney concio, ground 
floor, 1 bedroom on small house in or 







2290 GAIL PL. 
SATURDAY*SUNDAY 
2T04P.M.
You arc most welcome to 
inspect this superior home 
in Sidney’s finest area — 
Maryland. Only a block 
from the beach the property 
is ideal for those wlio enjoy 
beachcombing, Accom­
modation includes 2 
bedrooms, utility room, 
ensuite bath plus a brigln 
cheery kitchen, living and 
dining rooms. Down is a rcc 
room, bath, workshop plus 
garage. Conte and have a 




If yon are looking for nn 
excellent family home, but 
want lots of space then here 
is the answer. Built in 1968 
to exacting VLA standards 
the home offers 3 
bedrooms, 2 baths, 2 
fireplaces — one with nn 
energy efficient insert, rec 
room, utility room plus 
jiinple storage areas. The 'A 
acre lot is gorgeous with its 
abundance of trees. MLS, 
Offered for your con- 
siUcmiion at $155,000.
.' . investors. :
,'.9ACRIT
Resldcntially zoned 
property only I block off 
licucou Ave. mid abutiing 
commercial lots. With 
.Sidney growing by leaps 
nnd bniinds this properlv 
offers excellent potential 
for the future, $215,000. 
John Rrnee ft56-.1928 
Res: 656-6151 or 6$6-2023
2166 NEPTUNE RD. 
[Turn left at Lands End Rd.
off Pat Bay Hwy.) 
Another quality residence 
that is finished on both 
levels, three bedrooms up 
with master ensuite. 
Immaculate throughout. 
Try your offer on $139,500. 





REVENUE PROPERTY wanted, duplex 
or 4 plex in Sidney area. Description 
and price first letter, Box 86, Leroy, 
Saskotchowan. 2360-6
CASH FOR SECLUDED LAKEFRONT or 
timbered acreage in B.C. Interior. 
Phone 743-2838 or write 1775 Sooke 
Lake Rood, R.R. #1. Shownlgon Lake, 
B,C.V0R2W0. na-6
Turn your hobby into S's; Lxcelleni commis- : 
Sion. Easy to seli needlework'kiisV’109% ’ 
guaranteed.' ^ ^ '




For the season that will begin 
approximately February 24, 
pickers must, have rain-gear 
and .rain boots. Wages $3.65 
per hour for 18 years and 
older. $3:00 per hour, for 17 
and younger. Apply: Canada 
Farm Labour Pool, 205-3400 
Douglas Street, Victoria. 
382-4274. \2m-h
LOG HOMES AND CABINS. Daybreok 
Construction Ltd. For brochure or 
further inforniotion, contact George 
Uonovon. Box 777. 100 Mile House, 
B.C. VOK 2EO. Phone 395-2867 (days 
or 397-2735 [evenings), tf
CLARK ENTERPRISES 
Low price factory salvage glass. Cut 
to sire. 24 oz. 75c sq. ft.; 32 oz. Si .25; 
3/16 $ 1.50: '/4" plate, $1.75. Bronze 
tint; 24 oz.;Sl .00; 3/16 $2.00.,Works 
ot 9750 - 4th St. Sidney. Open Mon. - 
Fri. 12:30 - 4 p.m., Saturday 8 a.m. - 
IZi/.noon. Closed ‘Wednesday. 656- •
'^56.: tf ’
WOOD M/INDOWS AND DOORS! 
B.C.'s lowest prices! Huge selection. 
Now stocking pine double glozed, 
windows. Walker Door: Vancouver 
112(266-1101), : 1366 S.W. Marine 
Drive, V6P 5Z9 or N. Vancouver 112 
(985-971 4), 1589 Garden Avenue, V7P 
3A5. na-tf
BOY'S BIKE, 14" frame, excellent 
condition: Viking vocuum cleaner. 
652-3543^ tf
"FOR SALE UNDER REPAIRERS LIEN
ACT." 17'2 Grandy Boat with 90 h.p. 
1.0. motor. License #14K23217, W.G. 
Clancy. Amount owing us $1,766.51. 
Bids taken. To be sold February 18th, 
3 p.m. at Smitty's Marina, 2530 
Beacon Ave. Sidney. 656-1422. 2401-6
SACRIFICE: Near new 1980 Borko 450 
track log loader, Weldco butt and top 
grapple, many extras. Total time 850 
hours. Best offer. Clinton. B.C. Phone 
112-459-2566.
2 UNIT GOSS COMMUNITY with 
Community Folder. Grease. Serial C- 
175. Good working condition. Phone 
112-485-4255 Stan Plisson. na-6
FOR SALE:
Classified ads that can cover 
B.C & the Yukon
;iViysicai
Jnsiryction,:
in-store private lessons in guitar (folk, 




9843 - 2nd St. 






WE PRitJT EVERYTHING 
EXCEPT MONEY
SiOHEY
Business Cards - Personal & Business Sta­
tionery - Invitations - Flyers - Tickets - Qsl 




CALL US AND SAVE!
CASH FOR INCOME TAX REBATES, 
Rent credit, child tax credit. Avoid 
delay by Pre-registration. Phone 112- 
374-0108 or Write Komtox, #2 - 220 





Mobllo homos locolod In porks on 
pods. Listings and solos. Wo wolcomo 
oil onquirlos concerning Wheel 
Estolo. Listings wontod. Phono 113- 
505-3632 (colloct), i 3647 - lOOth Avo,, 
Surrey, B.C, V3T 1H9, Tho Wheel 
Estate Poopio, no-lt
Blits will be accepted let construction. A 
24' « 32' oxionsion lolho Tahsis Hovoy 
Seed Orchard stall house, al 2003 Hevey 
Bead, Saanichton. D.C. Extension will 
comprise ol one 12' x 24' garage and 
one 24' X 24' seml-oncloscd storage 
area. For spocillcallons. please write to: 
Alin: W.A, Hondersoh 
Tahsis Company Ltd.
Box 220,




Pork. Vo.ni rind Lnnib, r-reo,'<!r Cui










ON WALLACE DW. 
$1.14,9(M)
•Immaculate 4-bcdroom 
liomc with Koutltcnstcrn 
exposure on J of an acre. 
-1150 sq. ft. on main, 500 
sq. ft, finislicci down, 2 
baths, magnifleent white 
rock fireplace in living 
room, separate dining 
room, kitchen nook. 
-Quality drapes included, 
-Heautifully landscaped, 






ttONiy - 3 Iwdrotam lonchBr; trldQiX 
arid i1ov«, Lotgn hmkyarrl with Ivvu 
opplw iruas. Ivanlhfli, 6567C»S.
»VI.!)UU.      3416-6
JlOO iriitort loot concraia block 
bulldiPB ireniiriO Hiohwoy 3, Crinion, 
Tor daiolls conlaci lodiac Raolty, Bo* 
3640 Owiiors R f VOR 10(1 Phwm*
U3 43B-7ni______„ no.*
aoff'COTuMi‘A »'ivii'”’E«oiTT‘Imn-
logt, 3000 st(|uar* (ool 3 badroow
hnm», *1 y«nri nM, HfYi siyurrrrri Innl 
workshop. ♦»4.(K10.00. Phona 
S.ristta^nr I l4-Ci65-j767. rw-fc
nUQDAGE, OAnBAGE HAULED, ll.i .u 
munt and clean-up (oba. Phono 652-1035, 
______________________________ ^11
PART TIME babysllling ovolloblo at 
trty tromo, Mondoy • Fridoy. $1 50 por 
hour, 656-4736, 3414-7
wai DO HOUSEKIEpiNo7^5 hours'.
OMo day por wook. I’rofor Conlral 
Saanich, havo own transporlallon. 
653-2456.__ _________ _ ___ 3394-6







A(jain tivtiilablo tor Sidney 
and surrounding district 
Good workmanship at 
rcasonabifl price.s.
Also oxcellont crows 











Is our Briggs & Stratton & 
l.awnmower Spocialisi
652-4437
2070 Keating X Rd.
MICHAIL TUSft CARPINTIR,
Rasldanllol rnpalri, ultarotlons iintJ 
tmiamanl llnishlng, No |ob loo small 












MtOHICHOOl STUDINT to do oar. 
d«ri!r\(ji work on Solurdnyi. 656 3606.
,H(Oui»CllANiR‘|5'lTOpi7h
1365, 34(j;i 6
3 HtKUil li.|f,t.iiU'it iniilriii. ifaliv riu ,'||







Ivrri.t-I, .fr.tl ir-,.1 (|(!,!I '.
Upf ‘ tl iWItIVlIfrv, IliJ'.l! ■
656-1291
METAL LATHE, 10x30, Logan. Power 
cross Ifitsd, quick change gears, 656- 
5765.  ' 2415-6
HELP LOCAL REP. HOCKEY* TEAM
alinnd Wirfnipog Tour, and bnnolil ol 
Iho sarno limo. Do you havo o Iroo or 
Irons to bo cut down? Coll us, n 
prolessiorrol will do Iho |oh and tho 
boys will tloon up, Froo osliniolos. 
I’rcjcoods Iru tho loam, Contact Jim, 
656-5427: Josh, 656-6918, or fCorl, 
656-6130, _ _ 6
LO'O HOMES AN DC ABI NS rDci’y hToTk 
Contiruclion Ltd, For brr.-)churo or 
lufitior intormation tonlor.l Goorgo 
Donovan, Ho* 777, 100 Mlln Houso. 
B.C, VOK 3K0, Phono 113-395.2667 
(days) 112-.1T7.2735 (ovonings), nrr.6 
AiFc B A Ft''oiTrOkTe ' r Du ^
Comm. Apr, TRSP morkot btiaron. 
Wing lovolori. Ilualod Pilot, l9'37 
1T5N E ft a: PIwiio n3 843-6'369 ■ 
$10,000,00. Iirm. nfi-6
Colaliiygos iivailuliio lor mail r;uiltii. 
S.S.r, li ft ond Dcmm, 32446 Loughonii 
Hiijhwoy, Moplo Ritlgo B.C. V'jx'316 
or pttono I 1'3-467 6133, no 6
EUCTRbLUx""RUO 'iihijmrwa'oi7 with 
iillarhmoriH. In vory goixl rondlllon 
$50 656-779.1, 3391
MOPED, liko now. 2Jr:t m g g., 
fiiinplolo with f.tiirying haskolfinr! 
Iwlinul, $2*95 011,0 , 65'3-1353
Bvunrngs or ,vUiw oi |lf,«kwv>inr 
llronluvaoi.t Hay. - l|
RAUiOH'i-SPUD.’'3’ 'whnor'hirydo
vyrlli r,tii i ioi,, Likti $180 at ollon, 
r.iosk, $15; rnovlw rtiinota. Cull 114 
rinvui iisinl, $60. onrl •nlsc.olliinwous, 
656 1660. 24)3-6
NEW Al'lJMINUM 33 tool..oujorniiin
loili:lor $70. 6'Vn4537, ,3403-6
WATERBED with la|> sntmis, Salwwny 
hiiiitiii, $'295 rorotulilioiiHd Spnsd 
CSunBii, $195 Hondo 500 4 wHh a 
Fairing $.'00, Mnilon Villnrs, 3 5 
h |i , $125. variiihUr pilch ptcn'mllot 
xysinm $3t*J, 3315 CrinoB Covi* Bond 
liiglil turn i:il spinwl hump) Ariyliluir, 
3404-6
RllO. GOIP, rnwlluin xling with 
uniliir(K’id, Appiox, 40 sg, yotdn 
C.hrKl r:mitji1i(in. $175 656 30(3). 3408 
6
30 YARO$-PLUS rd -fiolO sFksg carpfel: 
Giiml coniEHiriri $3,00 |«« yd Id vi6w 
1)56 6iiu». 3..l'»li-6
''r'’l,OllvFRICD'’STffT'' hi ')(d‘ri ’ dn'ni'i 
pinsiiidly Insiijllnd lor vittwlng. 70' 
fivw'triM nil lH)itigs, $40, GlnUur 
lantiiy and (ag« $'ti); sit) tut inp
$1 :■ i, ..1,-,
tnblif $7. ) ijitl's. ) li.ivty s hif.ytlw*, 3 
Ip6m1. 13$ JiOi.li, 656 0365 ?-KY, 6
'Wb '$(«*«!$," auf'h ’tB''' wl’ii»' 
lanu 3 hitoris. 5.'i' wida: <oi(s«t, 7
,llj(l ll gunl. r.*s 6,.f. , .-.iv^ (*
i’oHd'mAPII dining I mini ’suit'.., 
$1,100, miiiHli-ftr dark ook sti.(i)«nt s




PIANO AND GUITAR lessons 
available locally a) )he English Music 
S)udio. Folk, rock, classical and jazz. 
Coll Gil at 656-2242 or 656-4739. 0681-
i(
I -ISSI 4 I I I.ISS
7174A West Saanich Fid. 
Breniwood Bay, B.C.
652-4512
If-.i-'h .viiri ihi: ,ii nic Pf!iiiiir,ul<i'5 liirritist
'.-'(.iiily Im.tiiicli.on in p„iiio i)rg,in giiil.tr ,irio 
.;LCori;i,iri L.inn nopohind Music Coiilro. (HI
PIANO LESSONS in your homo by 
quoliliod and crootivo loochor. 
A,R.C.T, 656-2563 or 656.7624. 3420-6
SAANICH ORCHARDS
We hope to have apples lill about Hie ond ol 
February, Don't miss yourjasl opportunity to 
try our tasty Iruit! Kept crackling Iresh al co.i- 
trolled temperatures Oft Slelly's K Road, 
open daily. 652-2do9. (2355-8)
OLDFIELD ORCHA RD
Macs, Spartans, Goldon Delicious 
ond good windfalls. 6286 Oldflold 
Road, south oft Keating X Road. 
Open 9 a.m. • 5 p.m. daily. 2061-tf
LE COTEAUFARMS
Mac's, 10c lo 20c por lb. Spartans ft 
Golden Delicious, 10c to 25c per lb. 
Our apples ore kept fresh in cold 
storage.
Open dally, 9-5 p.m. 304 Walton 
Ploc*. ofl OldEleld. 6SB-5BB8. 1053-ti
Musical
Instrynients
UtAUTIFUl PUMP ' ORGAN,
''!u.!!..;vk O.unfo wolnul
caiiri turidln ludcJors. Vary tollocliblo 
pift'.o ol Conodiano Was $795. priced 
lo sail $595, Includes horich, l.ann
rF>nlrn Wo'it
LarirtK.h Rond. 652 4512.
Lost
Found
IOSTi SIDNEY • i)u| lovnil mole black 
fill i;iiMr ijni !ur,so on a visH to tho 
-.itts nn I .(Hi Si lum, 3r.4 ot Fiih 
li.n,i -..mil ntinmtl Snlnuy place but 
inulil hi- iiiiywhirnt by nciw. U very 
g.-ntle, onir while spin below chin. 
I'hii,i..ii fhnfk ynui (arpoii ond bock 
yirirj Any Sighitiig plerjxe tall 7,56- 
74.93 (u 'Jtiyj Atilwoll. kewaid tor hit 
reliirn, thunk you, 2 3 96-6
LOST! fV't- ‘Fli’hndge (h7r'i'ochj"We« 
unumnl. yuld iinJ diom6ni.ls, 
0.1111111,111.1 nt'ward Hux 'P, Iho 






ifji- livu'itock itncl small ammals 
.Tviiiiablu al Mt, Nowton Phar- 
niacy, Tfilif) East Sa.inich Road 
(in ihn S.innicttlon Pl.iza), 
to'Ming Of t)b2'9iu).
Roodng, Siding, Livestock 
Lqulpmont (Ptiacock), Fen- 
ciiif), Watering Systems 
(Rabbits to Cattle), Plumb­
ing, Drainage Pumps, 
Power Wastuir, Fecrfing 
Systems, Augers, etc,, 
Danot Fans, loLilly Lnclos- 
ed Motors, Generators, In­
cinerators, Building iSr Farm 
Related Hardware, Chain 
Link Fencing, Frection Ser­
vice Availatilo,
THIS wim pmt
On galvanised rooting R’ic 
Lin, Ft, plus Frt Fell, tsl 
it's going up to $1,0k l.ln. 
Ft. plus Ftl PVC 
$12,80/100 FI. Vi" 
$16..52/100 FI, BIG 0 36c 
Ft, Black Poly Pipe ?5 
series V,'" $10,00/100 Ft. 
’/t" $15,61/100 Ft.
HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL RETAIL . 
FASHION STORE increose over 30% 
per .year in lost 3, years.Direct 
serious inquiries to Box 709, Lillooet, 
B.C. VOK IVO. : : . no-6
FAMILY-OWNED GLASS BUSINESS on 
a beautiful Gull Island. Five yeors 
old, growing fost. Accurate books. 
Uncomparable reputation. Ocean- 
side store in busy mall. Almost 
heaveni , $35,000.00. Cosh. Phone 
112-537-9298,no-6 
75 SEAT LICENSED DINING ROOM ON 
WATER-FRONT, spectacular setting. 
Superbly equipped. B.C.'s renowned 
tishing area. 4 bedroom. Post and 
Beam Homo. Private sale $275,000. 
Phono 112-487-9225 or ) )2-B83-9453. 
110-6___________________________
IF YOU ENJOY GARDENING, do It 
, yoor round, using on olurninum and 
gloss greonhousol Write brochure to; 
B.C. Greenhouse Builders, 7425 
Hodloy Avenue, Burnaby, B.C. V5E 
2RI. Mall orders now available, na-6 
successful” plumbing HEATING
BATH BOUTIQUE BUSINESS In now 
moll. $25,000,00 plus slock. Phono 
lt2-692.3595 or write Box 867, Burns 
Loko, B.C. VOJ 1EO.^
AGRICUlTUlii ORliNTED INDIVIDUAL
would liko lo Purchaso Rololod 
business or on inlonsive livestock 
oporolion in your aroo, I have both 
larming ond Agri-Busiiloss ox- 
(xirionco as an owner and manoger. 
Full purchaso or partnoiship will bo 
conslrlorod. All ropllos will bo 
ocknowlodgiKl in contidonco, Write 
to Box E.r. • 01, lacombo Globe, 
Locombe, Alborlo, IOC I SO- iia-7 
I'FrNOT Too ”I AfETTm'ir’F'iiTTnTo 
tax proporrilinn ot homo. Roducod 
prisos. Froo brochuro. No ohligolion. 
Wrilo U ft R lox Schools, 114(1 Main 
Sitoul, Winnipog, Manitoba. R3r 2B6,
ria-6
TFAVir'AGiNcTToR'sALI oii"orTn 
fxirl, Grxrd volurno , In giosvlng 
southein Intx'rloi hordor town. Box 
141)0 Ginnd l orkx H C. VOH IHO, 
13)01)0 113 443-3'7!iI - 11(1-6
PROSPEROUS BUSiNtSs’lN THiviNb 
VANCfiUVER ISIAND COMMUNITY,
Sioilod ns sldolino, now too l)l(j (or u» 
loTinndlo. C R, I rreploro Centro Ltd., 
1393 Morwnlk CrosionI, Campbell 
Rlvor B,C, V9W. 5(19- phono 1 )2.307- 
4766 no-6
NAVY ICA0.UI VAlINTINtS BINGO,
Sumtuy, r«hiuary 15 rn 7 30 p,rn. 
tinn-iriro Hall f,
Classified Ads 









BUY BLOODllMli OF CHAMPIONI
fehruniy 33-1991, 1 p,m. 0) 1h« 8lh 
nnn,H*tl kunuTiOitier - itrwfxny Polled 
Hei'inloiil pfivluction arile. Selliiiij 35 
liulls our h»*i 34 hied yearhna 
heiltnn H Iwitei colve*. 6 (owi bred- 
lu top Sole (1) SRCL. 11 mile* 
wml, I snuih- 3 4 w««l ot Uidxhury,
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THEREVIEW Ph. 656-1151 huv.csT











2412 D Beacon Ave.
I Sidney, B.C. 656-5551
ACCOUNTANT
F.R. Andersen R.I.A.



















2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.
Mon. - Fri. 7-5 p.m,
Sol. 7-3 p.m.
Rcsuiniliiil. (loiniiuMviiil ami 
lailfdouiM' (dHislriit’ium.












‘‘From Estimate to 
Installation - 
Three Weeks!"




j ® BACKIIOE WORK 
1 © CAT WORK 
I • TRCCKINC;







> Auto Giass 
e Insurance 
Repairs 
s Radiator Repairs |
CaBB 656-5581 













Goi’ernmcfU a.’rr(/i<?d rec/i/ii' 
cian 35 years cwpcriencc 































Rewitinii, eletirU; heBlIiiQ rc' 
pairs, appliance connections,










liulii''ni.il ' iloiJenn.il 
t‘nniMUTtnl W'liinu 
I'nli'i' Tiul I Till* Wi'ik
Qunliiv 
VVorkinntiiihlp 

























•Design through planting 
•Inlerlocking stones for pahos, walks 
or driveways.







6950 WALLACE DR 
DRENTWOOD DAY
10223C




Island there is a 














© Qualified Mechanic 





Trucking, Excavating and 
Backhoe work.
556 Downey Road 
R.R. 1, Sidney, B.C,
656-3159
A & B BOAT TOPS
Complete Boat Upholstery 
Canvas Brjt Traps 
Camper Cushions,. 
Repairs :

















niFSEL A.\T» CX\S 
Oiiiipidi' ln.<j(iilliilloiiw
Kfbuildingexh.'msisvsirnis, Koi'ple­
asure. eoinincreiul .'ind llshing




BACK FILLING ■ LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES
2320 Amherst, Sidney 
Lewis Sovigny 656-3583
Decorator's Den









Fence Posts, Digging, ,50 
in. fiolov.ilur, Prompt, 
CourIcouK Service.
656-1748






























"You don't havo 









SjMiciil ritet ter, 






Service Residential - 
Commercial
“Big or small 
we will do them alt."





























• 22 year.s |)liiml)ing 
experience in H.C.






















I'm ,ill ymir lool'ing need''. 
Shake,s, Shinule',, Tur 







Men's - Ladies • ('hildren's




P.O. Box 2608 
Sidney, B.C. VsL 4Cl
Danish
Upholstery









Furnaces, fireplaces, duct 







’ Quality Work - Free Etilmalos
Finishing Carpentry, Renovations. 













Would like someone to knit two 
adult & two childrens Indian 
sweaters. Wilt supply ihe wool.
“CLASSIFIEDS
WORK”










Marine, Auto A Safety Glaas 





ton 4 McDonald Park Rd
COMMUNITY COUNSELUNC CENTRE, 
.(lormerly Soonlch Peninsula 
Guidonce Association). Services for 
the family, individual, marriage and 
family counselling. 656-1247 . 9813- 
Fifth Slreet, Sidney. ff
GREAT NEWS FOR THE WORLD". 
Phono for message, 477-7220. 2405-6
HOLD A NEEOLECRAFT demon­
stration in your home. Earn free gifts 
while having fun. For catalogue, 


















Tilt! Chnmbur o( 
Commorcii 
Hus a BiiSlnoHS 
Inlormnlion Cmitre 
Cull on U8 '
9670 • Itt {Struct 
Sidney
Phone 656-3616
LADIES I Do you on|oy alnglngt II to, 
why not join ut on Monday evenings, 
TiJS p.m., Moionlc Holl, corner 4lh 
and Ml. Baker, Sidney, No oudllloni, 
nol neceiaory lo rood music, Conloct 
Pol Marsh, 656.5761, oiler 7 p.m., or 
Ann llott, 656.4054 lor lurlher In* 
lormotlon. Il
VICTORIA CHAPTER O? IM-
TERNATIONAL ASSOC. OP CANCER 
VICTORS ond Friends regulor monthly 
mooting, February lllh, 7i30 p,m. 
Senior Clllien's Hall, 1330 Folrllold, 
near Moss. Speaker, Fred Fronds, 
will talk on How Chrltllon Sclenco 
Meals. Public wolcoma. Admission 
Iroo. 6
THE BELFREY THEATRE'S producllon, 
d ON GOLDEN POND slorrlng 
Francos Hyland and Donold Davis has 
boon lurther oxismded until Februory 
30lh, This populor ploy has been 
playing lo sold oul houses ond soma 
perlormoncAs ore sold out. For 
lickals ond reiervnilons, plooie coll 
The Bell reyTheotre 3n3 6B15. 6
SIDNEY iT NORTiT SAANICH
OIAMIER OP COMMERCE Oanarol 
Membership Meeting, Feb, 19, 1901. 
Ilecepllon 6,'30 p.m, • Dinner 7i30 
p.m. Guest /,peckers: W. German, 
Recroallon Commission, B. Storler, 
Recreallon Director. Topic: 
Recreoilon Relerendum, New
trrsimbers welcome, ____ ____
IIDNif days “w'sTIVAL SOcilTY 
gonerol mceling February 35, 1901, 
7:30 p.m. Sonscho Hall, Sidney. 
"Everyone welcome," 7
[Helen Lang is writing her 
column while on vacation in 
California.]
By HELEN LANG
Among several things we noticed as we moved 
south was the vast numbers of arbutus trees 
growing on the hillsides and even along the edges 
of the highway. Some of them seemed to have 
been planted to help hold the soil in spots where 
there was little more than broken rock. They seem 
to be rather difficult to transplant in our region, 
but down in northern California appear to do just 
fine.
Something else that grows in arid spots is the 
Manzanita bush, which must be a close relative of 
the arbutus. Each of them has the same red 
peeling bark but the Manzanita is much smaller.
This shrub grows on the Island in dry spots, 
usually in a gravelly area, and I am assured the 
dried branches are much valued by florists, who 
use them in artistic flower arrangements.
■We also noticed our so-called “wild” black­
berries are as much a scourge in Washington and 
Oregon as they are at home ... acres of them 
seem to have taken over in some spots, and are 
growing so vigorously you would only be able to 
pick the fruit on the outside. You’d get stabbed to 
death if you attempted to invade the middle.
Something that grows unrestrained over 
hundreds of oak trees is mistletoe. At first I 
thought there were thousands of green bird nests 
perched in the trees, but my spouse, who isn’t 
much of a gardener usually, told me (in a rather 
superior tone) what these bundles of leaves ac­
tually were. One up for him. Although the trees 
that were hosts to the mistletoe plants were 
leafless at this time, the branches and trunks 
looked healthy so the parasite plants obviously 
don’t do that much harm.
As we got into the interior of California we 
began to see more and more grape vines ... 
sometimes miles of them, or so it seemed. Some 
of these grapes are used for wine and others are 
used for raisins, and some varieties may be used 
for either purpose. If there is a shortage of raisins 
and the price is high the grapes are left on the: " 
vines to dry. Any of you who dp the cooking Will 
know the scand^ous price we paid for raisins this 
Christmas baking season.
Friends of ours who are more familiar with this 
area than we are, have already found a “source.” 
They bought 40 pounds, paying 50 cents a pound, 
and today she is Ijusy picking them over, steaming 
them to “plump” them up and then laying theni 
out in the sun to dry. It’s a bit of a job, because 
they have to be taken in every night so they don’t 
absorb more moisture or they may be dried slowly 
in the oven using just the pilot light to create a 
steady, low heat.
1 have a feeling that we may end up doing the 
same thing, since raisins keep beautifully. Our 
friends brought us some back four years ago. 
They have been stored all that time in a sealed 
plastic container, and were just as juicy and sweet 
this Christmas as they were four years ago.
We noticed farmers were pruning grapes at this 
time of year and they prune as severely as we do 
our roses. Some of the grape vines must have been 
many years old since the main trunks were several 
inches thick at ground level.
The method appears to be exactly the same as 
that used in B.C. I won’t attempt to explain in a 
column, but suggest that you write to the B.C. 
Department of Agriculture requesting their free 
booklet on Pruning Grapes and Small Fruits.The 
book is illustrated and in this case one picture is 
worth not a thousand words, but a million.
This is the time to do your grape pruning, or at 
least sonicliine during the next two months. 
During tills same time you should prune your 
fruit trees, and your red and black currant 
bushes, and gooseberries, etc. I suggest you 
include a request for the department of 
agriculture’s booklet on free pruning when you 
.send for the one on grapes,
We noticed farmers were pruning their apricots 
and peach trees, but of course It is much warmer 
down here, and spring growth will start soon, so 
their need is urgent.
This is also tlie time to apply another dormant 
spray. . . rcmcmbci to pick u clear day when il is 
nol freezing . . . a day when you may reasonably 
expect il not to rain for about six hours, al least,
flDNEY tCOUTt VINTURIR5, Fund 
rolting lo ollond 19111 Canodlon 
JomboriNi, Floo Morkol, SonichaHoll 
I’obruory 15ih. n 6
Legmls
till v/fiUfifisdo/i
iBtiva voui child alPoli 
whilo voii thop!





'Wav ond I ©Off) Sa/eiy"
NOTICE
TOCREDITORt
IN THE MAntR OF THE ESTATES OF 
EDWARD tRNEST .lASMAN ond HELEN 
ELIZABETH JASMAN, hnlhlormorlyol 
Sldn«y. Brlllih Coiunohlii, dtctaitd. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN Ihol 
tiidllori and oih«r» having clalmi 
ogolntl Ihe etlofet ol llwi ohove 
named deteated are hereby requiied 
10 Lend them l» Geoige Eiederltk 
McKimm, 9330 Fourib Sliuel, Sidney, 
BX. Via 373, Admlnliifoiaf, on or 
Iveloie Ibe 3Slh day ol Morch, A.D. 
19111, ufiar which dole Ibe 
Admlnliiroior will dliirihutethe lold 
eiiolt among ibe parllei enlllled 
Ihecein, hovlno reiyird only lo ibe 
tlolifji o( widely be then hoi noilce, 
L*eiii'ueid<radericn McKimm, 
Admlnliiiolof
McKImin, toll < de Roienroll 





Monday through Friday! centre open, Cards, 
library, billiards, morning coffee and afternoon 
tea,
Thursday - 9 a.m, lapidary, weaving, 9;30a.rn. 
carpet bowling, noon lunch, 1 p.m. bridge, 1:30 
p.m. dressmaking, 7 p.m. crib.
Friday - 9 a.m. Spanish, weaving, 10 a.m. 
senior ceramics, quilting and crochet, keepfit, 
noon lunch, I p.m, chess club, 1:30 p.m, bell 
ringers, 2 p.m. Jacko, 7 p.m, evening cards,
Saturday and Sunday • centre open 1 - 4 p.m.
Monday - 9:30 a,m. dance, 10 a,m. quilting, 
billiards, noon lunch, 12:30 p.m. ceramics, 1:3() 
p.m, heglnners bridge, 2 p,m.ewim club, 7'.30 
p.m. bingo.
Tuesday - 9 a.m. Spanlsli, Serennders practice, 
oil palming, 10 n.ni. lapidary, noon lunch, 1 p.m. 
whist, 2 p.m. French conversation, 7 p.m. games 
night.
Wednesday - 9:30 o.m. novelties, 11:43 a.m. 
hot dinner, 12:45 p.rn. films, 2 p.m. The 
Screnaders, 7 p.m. duplicate bridge.




Director of African In­




and Seminary in Van­
couver, B.C.









council will be for­
warding all busing 
complaints to the 
Capital Region District 
transit committee with a 
request for quick action 
on complaints.
Council has
recommended the bus 
zone boundary be 





“Every new system 
takes a little shaking 
down,” said Aid. Trevor 
Jones. Jones added, a 
complaint that con­
nector buses were not 
waiting adequate time at 
transfer points sounded 
“legitimate.”
M Estate Mnmmement
The owners of the Holiingworth Building, Mr. Hugh Holl- 
ingworth, and Citation Estates Ltd., are pleased to announce a 
change of name for the Holiingworth Building on Beacon Avenue, 
Sidney, B.C. to be known henceforth as “Beacon Centre”.
An expression of appreciation and congratulations is extended to 
the following who have helped to make this a vital and dynamic 
part of Sidney’s professional and business community;-
Dr. Charles Y. Brown, Physician.
Dr. Paul K. Buxton, Physician.
Pamela M. Costain, Physiotherapist.
Dorman’s Store for Men Ltd.
Hansen & Matthews, Chartered Accountants.
Island Medical Laboratories Ltd.
L.G.L. Ltd., Environmental Research Associates.
Lunns Pastries, Deli and Coffee Shop Ltd.
’ Miramar Cards and things.
Dr^ Roy C; Sills, Dentist.
Total Boat Service Ltd., Marine Surveyors.
Dr. H.D. MacWilliams, Physician.
Beacon Centre is a modern building serviced with elevator and 
airc6nditioning;Li!tiitedamountofspacestillavailableonse- 
cdnd and third floors from :280 square feet and up.
For viewing leasing details or other information call
Frank Csinos at Seaboard Properties Ltd. 652-1141
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
(STAG) Clubhouse, 2304 Oakville 
Street, is an activity centre for young 
people aged 13 - 18. Most activities 
are free and everyone is welcome. 
Gym nights are 7 - 9 p.m. every 
Wednesday at Sidney elementary and 
every Thursday, same time, at Deep 
Cove school.
Clubhouse hours are Monday to 
Thursday 7 - 9:30 p.m., Friday and 
Saturday 7-11 p.m. and Sundays 
noon t 4 p.m. Please join in for a 
game of pool, football, bumper pool 
or a friendly rap session. Concession 
available, parent enquiries welcome. 
Call 656-0134 days, 656-6713 nights. 
Ail activities supervised.
Bluewater Cruising Association 
meetings are held the first Wed­
nesday of the month at Panorama 
Leisure Centre. Call 656-2723.
La Leche League of Sidney 
welcomes all women interested in 
breast-feeding to its monthly 
meetings held the first Thursday each 
month. Please come and bring your 
baby. For more information call 
Rosemary Brown at 652-3501.
Central Saanich senior citizens 
meet at 2 p.m. the first and third 
Thursday each month in the Lions 
• Hall on East Saanich Road. New 
members welcome.
Peninsula Singles Club invites ail 
single, divorced, widowed and 
separated persons to their Sunday 
night coffee and dancing socials held 
7-9 p.m. at 830 Pembroke Street. For 
more information call 382-0333.
Central Saanich fire department 
cardio-pulminary resuscitation 
classes are held the first Wednesday 
in the month at the fireball. For more 
information call Peter Cellarius at 
652-2649.
Sidney Ladies Barbershop Chorus 
meets at 7:45 p.m. Mondays in the 
Masonic Hall, 4th Street, Sidney. For 
more information call 656-5761 after
7 p.m.
Brentwood Bay Alanon Group 
meet Tuesday evenings, Sidney group 
Wednesday evenings. For more 
information call 382-0744.
Annual meeting and election of 
officers for Central Saanich 
Ratepayers will be held 8 p.m. Feb. 
18 in the muncipal hall. Sanich 
Farmer’s Institute president Jack 
Arnaud is guest speaker. New 
members welcome.
Bluewater Cruising Association 
will present Two Against the Horn at
8 p.m. March 12 and 13 at the 
Newcombe Auditorium. Tickets $6, 
avialable at the Maritime Museum, 
Ocean Books, Sailtrend, and Sun­
time Yacht Shop. For more in­
formation call Muriel Cienciala at 
656-2723 after 6 p.m.
Sidney-North Saanich Garden 
Club meets at 7:30 p.m. Feb. 16 in 
Margaret Vaughan Birch Hall, 4th 
Street. The meeting features a guest 
speaker and refreshments. All 
welcome. A tree fruit pruning 
demonstration will be held Feb. 21 - 
time and place to be announced later.
Sidney Co-op Preschool plans a 
garage sale Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. at Queen’s Payless store, 
Resthaven and Malaview.
Central Saanich recreation 
department offers morning, af­
ternoon and evening fitness classes 
for adults, kindergym for pne to 
three-year-olds and recreation 
playtime for preschoolers. For details 






Commission is hosting a 
Broomball Tournament 
8 p.m. to midnight Feb. 
21. A social follows the 
final game, cost is $25 a 
team.
All you need, says 
staffer Edith Saunders, 
is a minimum of six 
players (three male, 
three female) a pair of 
sneakers, a helmet, an 
old broom and lots of 
enthusiasm. Register at 
the Panorama Leisure 










Baking has been our business 
since 1903
DELICIOUS BAKED GOODS r 
"FRESH DAILY"
To the Unfit
If you just sit 
You won’t quit 
Being unlit.
2507 Beacon PHOHE: 856-1012 ^
Fitness.





Commission presents an 
evening in tropical 
paradise, 6:30 - 11 p.m. 
Feb. 18. Swim in the 
flower-filled pool, 
quench your thirst with 
tropical punch or just 
laze around the pool 
deck and listen to 
Hawaiian music. 
Regular schedule and 
admission. For more 
information call Edith 
Saunders at 656-7271.
FINAL CLEARANCE
tV.ili liri'' I'l.in you 
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Iho nio^l iiimiutliil ivilithl 
lion |:>rii||r.)ni In iho ivuihl.
Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall




















•Sizes 26 to 34 











10 • 0 p.m.
tundsy
11 • S p.m,
JONATHAN S. LTD
MEN’S Si ladies wear
TRAFALGAR SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER 
BRENTWOOD BAY
652-5722
SERVING THE PENINSULA SINCE 1977
H
